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WHO WE ARE & WHAT WE DO

THE WHITE HOUSE TRANSITION PROJECT. Begun in 1998, the White House Transition Project provides information about individual offices for staff coming into the White House to help streamline the process of transition from one administration to the next. A nonpartisan, nonprofit group, the WHTP brings together political science scholars who study the presidency and White House operations to write analytical pieces on relevant topics about presidential transitions, presidential appointments, and crisis management. Since its creation, it has participated in the 2001, 2005, 2009, 2013, 2017, and now the 2021. WHTP coordinates with government agencies and other non-profit groups, e.g., the US National Archives or the Partnership for Public Service. It also consults with foreign governments and organizations interested in improving governmental transitions, worldwide. See the project at https://whitehousetransitionproject.org

The White House Transition Project produces a number of materials, including:

- **White House Office Essays:** Based on interviews with key personnel who have borne these unique responsibilities, including former White House Chiefs of Staff; Staff Secretaries; Counsels; Press Secretaries, etc., WHTP produces briefing books for each of the critical White House offices. These briefs compile the best practices suggested by those who have carried out the duties of these offices. With the permission of the interviewees, interviews are available on the National Archives website page dedicated to this project: https://www.archives.gov/presidential-libraries/research/transition-interviews.

- **White House Organization Charts.** The charts cover administrations from Ronald Reagan to Barack Obama and help new White House staff understand what to expect when they arrive and how their offices changed over time or stayed the same.

- **Transition Essays.** These reports cover a number of topics suggested by White House staff, including analyses of the patterns of presidential appointments and the Senate confirmation process, White House and presidential working routine, and the patterns of presidential travel and crisis management. It also maintains ongoing reports on the patterns of interactions with reporters and the press in general as well as White House staffing.

- **International Component.** The WHTP consults with international governments and groups interested in transitions in their governments. In 2017 in conjunction with the Baker Institute, the WHTP hosted a conference with emerging Latin American leaders and in 2018 cosponsored a government transitions conference with the National Democratic Institute held in November 2018 in Montreal, Canada.

Earlier White House Transition Project funding has included grants from the Pew Charitable Trusts of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and The Moody Foundation of Galveston, Texas.

THE KINDER INSTITUTE ON CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY. A central element of the University of Missouri’s main campus in Columbia, Missouri, the Kinder Institute on Constitutional Democracy prepares students for lives of thoughtful and engaged citizenship by equipping them with knowledge of the ideas and events that have shaped our nation’s history. See the Institute at: https://democracy.missouri.edu.
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A Note to Readers: Depending on the nature of your interest in OMB, many of you will want to read most of Part One and then determine which of the major offices and functions described in some detail in Part Two is of particular interest.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) is a powerful arm of the presidency, yet its work is largely invisible to the public. Over successive administrations, around 500 OMB staff, mostly civil servants, have helped each president and the White House staff implement the president’s policy priorities, improve government management, and ensure coordinated, consistent administration of the president’s policies.

Reviewing the background and impact of the office reveals several lessons about OMB and its relationship to the presidency.
1. While OMB has developed new functions over time, its centrality to a president’s achieving policy goals has remained the same.

A brief history of the evolution of OMB reveals how much its responsibilities and internal structure have changed over time. The constant has been the commitment of its career staff to the highest standard of service to the presidency – to helping each presidential administration achieve its policy priorities and meet new challenges.

During presidential transitions, OMB provides analysis, memory, and continuity. Following the election and until the inauguration, OMB career staff simultaneously but separately support the current president and brief transition teams representing the incoming president. At inauguration, when political appointees of the outgoing administration depart and its records are archived, OMB staff work with new appointees of the incoming administration to turn its priorities into specific budget and policy proposals. OMB helps a new president provide guidance to executive agencies when they may have few if any Senate-confirmed political appointees. Then and thereafter, OMB staff provide senior policy officials in OMB and the White House with immediate access to current and historical knowledge about federal programs and operations; funding history and program effectiveness; and near term challenges and unresolved issues – along with advice on often highly technical matters of policy, budget, law, and administration.

2. The budget calendar presents a president with an early opportunity to establish policy priorities.

Annually, OMB leads the development of the President’s Budget – which means that among the first tasks of a newly elected president is to develop a budget. Early in 2020, agencies began preparing budget proposals for the president’s fiscal year 2022 budget. Agencies have been working with OMB staff to identify key program and budget issues requiring attention by the administration sworn in on January 20th. If a new president is elected in November 2020, he will not have sufficient time to develop a fully detailed budget for the coming year prior to the first Monday in February, the date by which the law requires the Budget to be submitted.

In addition to the budget itself, early in their tenure recent presidents addressed a joint session of Congress to discuss the economy and their goals. President Obama and George W. Bush gave their addresses on February 24 and 27th respectively, while President Trump gave his on February 28, 2017. Alternatively, a reelected president will have the opportunity to lay out priorities for the next four years in a State of the Union address. In order to give this important speech, a president needs to have a good sense of budget priorities.

In the past two transitions, the new president transmitted a policy document near the end of February, followed by a complete budget several weeks later. The new president will expect OMB to provide immediate help in working with Congress to complete any pending supplemental spending and revenue legislation for the current year (Fiscal Year 2021), deciding how to fit commitments made during the campaign within the limits set for the 2022 budget and how to finance ongoing and new activities in a period of extraordinary demands on the federal government to meet needs arising from a public health pandemic and economic weakness.

3. OMB serves as a key presidential coordinating mechanism by performing as a clearinghouse for presidential communications throughout the administration and with Congress.

OMB’s staff and procedures help ensure that the administration speaks with “one voice” when communicating with Congress on legislation and policy, including the Administration’s
proposals. It does this by coordinating and clearing agency statements and recommendations on proposed and pending legislation, testimony before congressional committees, letters to Congress, and other communications with congressional staff on legislation. In a similar way, OMB’s staff also manage a highly efficient internal and public review process for draft regulations, before rules are proposed and before they are made final; during this time, OMB staff also lead their own analysis of the costs, benefits, and merits of each agency rule.

4. OMB is important in the management and implementation phase of programs.

OMB leads on an array of efforts to improve the government’s execution of its far-reaching responsibilities. This management role encompasses program performance and personnel, financial management, procurement, and information technology. OMB staff also oversee and coordinate policy on related matters such as information policy, paperwork reduction, privacy, and cyber security. Since 2001 the Deputy Director for Management has assisted the Director in formulating and implementing the “President’s Management Agenda,” which addresses priorities across these management functions. Four major offices oversee and coordinate each Administration’s policies for procurement, financial management, information technology, and performance and personnel. The work of these and other specialized offices within OMB is described in the second part of this report.
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PART ONE: OVERVIEW

One of the interesting things about OMB is that it is unexplainable to everyone who lives outside of the Beltway and misunderstood by nearly everyone who lives inside the Beltway.

– Paul O’Neill, Former Deputy Director

The Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the largest component of the Executive Office of the President, is a powerful arm of the Presidency, yet its work is largely invisible to the public. Over successive administrations, around 500 OMB staff, mostly civil servants, have helped each President and White House staff implement the President’s policy priorities, improve government management, and ensure coordinated and consistent administration of the President’s policies.

OMB’s raison d’être is continuity and service to the Presidency. While the size and structure of OMB have changed over the years, some elements have remained constant: neutral competence on the part of the career staff; a passion for precision and accuracy; superb staff work; a willingness to work as long and hard as it takes to get the job done; development of and adherence to Presidential policies and programs; and great pride in being the enduring career staff of the Presidency.

There is an assumption that if you were on the Budget committee or if you were Budget chairman, then [being OMB Director] is a natural fit; and it’s not. Just because you know that doesn’t mean you know how to be an OMB director, and I learned that…you’re managing a department of 500 racehorses. These are some of the best people in government, often the best people in government work in OMB….We had people there who had real careers and jobs, in addition to a great education background, and then came in to serve, and usually had experience throughout government. And so these were racehorses, thoroughbreds….

– Jim Nussle, former OMB Director, interviewed in 2014

1. PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION

A host of major issues will face a newly elected President. Perhaps the most significant will be dealing with the ongoing consequences of the coronavirus pandemic. The Administration in office after January 2021 will face extraordinary demands arising from the public health crisis and its economic and social consequences. Competing visions of the steps needed to move forward will have been presented in the campaigns. Presenting proposals to the public during an election
is one challenge; putting these proposals into operation is another. The task begins very soon after the outcome of the election is known and before the presidential inauguration on January 20, 2021.

Fewer than 500 career staff of the OMB provide continuity and analytical and technical expertise to work with officials in OMB and other parts of the Executive Office of the President to support the agenda of the President. When there is a new President, OMB staff work with both the incoming President’s Transition Teams and the outgoing President’s staff to promote a smooth transition process. To produce a budget and economic plan for the government, policies must be put into specific appropriations and authorizing language for submission to Congress, which must then be persuaded to act on the President’s proposals. Completion of this legislative step provides the statutory framework for fiscal, program, and tax actions that will be the basis for their successful implementation.

OMB has the institutional knowledge and skills needed for the critical step of working with White House and agency officials to create the materials that go into the President’s budget. OMB’s regulatory and management staff and legal office have similar roles to play in changing and developing policies in their areas of responsibility that implement the President’s agenda.

What Does OMB Do?

Within the context of the Constitution, law, and professional ethics, OMB’s loyalties are to one “customer”: the President. What does OMB do for this “customer” and ultimately for the public and the Nation?

A traditional answer is that OMB does “management” and “budget.” Some explanations of what these terms signify were contained in a 1994 self-study of OMB (known as “OMB 2000”) as follows:

Budget. OMB’s traditional and most visible role is to manage the process of producing the annual budget proposals of the President for consideration by Congress. Every President requires and demands for this purpose a source of advice and counsel on the myriad aspects of government’s current and proposed policies and budgets, a source that provides advice in an analytical context, balancing the views of advocates of specific policies with the broader goals of the Administration. OMB is that source.

Regardless of whether Federal resources are growing or contracting, there are never enough to meet the demands of agencies, interest groups and Congress. Therefore, the corollary to this central role is the necessity of acting as the President’s disciplinarian through the development of the budget. There has to be a place short of the President at which the desires of each agency are related to those of all the others, which compares those desires against the President’s overall plan, and which winnows down the thousands of issues thus revealed to the most essential ones that can finally be resolved only by the President. In effect, a place where somebody can say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ in the President’s name. OMB is that place.

Once decisions are made, they have to be assembled in one set of documents at one point in time, in a rigorous form that ensures, to the maximum extent possible, that the numbers add up and the policies are consistent. This is the annual Budget of the United States Government, the President’s proposals. It is unique: it is, for one day, at least, ‘frozen policy’ -- the one moment at which a detailed plan is laid out in advance for every activity of government. The technical work necessary to produce this budget is time consuming, often tedious, contentious and difficult, but
necessary. Despite journalistic and political dismissals of some budgets as ‘dead on arrival’ by Congress, in fact this document sets the basic, detailed benchmarks from which Congress makes subsequent changes and from which those same journalists and politicians measure Congressional actions. OMB does this work.

**Management.** OMB’s contribution to the government’s management and performance can be measured broadly by its ability to respond for the President to these questions:

1. How well do agencies manage their programs and resources to produce the goals of law and Presidential policy, and how can OMB help them improve?
2. How well do agencies choose (or seek legislative authority for) the most appropriate method for delivery of a service or benefit?
3. How well do agencies evaluate program activities to determine their net effects, success or failure, and respond to these findings by management improvements and budget and policy proposals?”

As these questions suggest, OMB carries out its mission most effectively when it meets all of its responsibilities in a coordinated, integrated manner: “management” and “budget” are but two sides of the same coin. However, in recent years, OMB’s organizational structure has sometimes separated the treatment of management issues from matters of policy and budget. This split is discussed later in this section and in Section 3.

A longer-term view of the role of OMB and the responsibilities of its staff was presented by Paul O’Neill in a September 6, 1988, presentation to OMB staff. O’Neill, who went on to become the Chairman & CEO of the Aluminum Company of America and a Secretary of the Treasury, was a former civil servant who rose to become a politically appointed Deputy Director of OMB before he left the government to pursue a career in the private sector. Excerpts from O’Neill’s 1988 speech follow:

> At its most sweeping promontory, the Presidency is about our time and our future.

> None of [the work of OMB] is easy. It requires great effort, stimulated by the guiding light of motivation. I suggest to you the guiding light for this motivation is to serve the institution of the Presidency with the objective of living up to a standard which says -- in every decision the President has to make, he has from you -- when he needs it -- the best and clearest exposition of the facts and arguments on every side of the issue that it is possible for a human mind to muster.

> As our society and government become more complex, it is of the greatest importance that there be a point of institutional memory and neutral competence -- better yet, neutral brilliance -- available to the President and the Presidency.

> The Presidency should not be about sophisticated cynicism. On the contrary it should be about ideals. And for individuals, it should be a cherished opportunity to make a difference. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. said it in a way that speaks to me. He said, ‘I think that, as life is action and passion, it is required of a man that he should share the action and passion of his time at peril of being judged not to have lived.’

> To those who do not know it, the greatest opportunity you will ever have is the opportunity to make a difference in something that matters. No place offers more of that opportunity than the institution of the Presidency and the office you represent. Guard the flame in your time and pass it undiminished to those who follow.1

---

1 Quoted in Dame and Martin, 2011, pp. 3-5.
**Organization**

OMB is headed by a Director who is a member of the President’s cabinet, whose nomination must be confirmed by the Senate. The Director has sweeping responsibilities for policy and management. Presidents frequently turn to their OMB Directors for advice and assistance, and the relationship between a President and the OMB Director may have an important bearing on an Administration’s success both in enacting and in effectively executing its policies. A Deputy Director, also Senate-confirmed, serves as the Director’s general deputy, with responsibilities for particular matters as determined by the Director [See section 3 for more on these two positions]. A Deputy Director for Management oversees all of OMB’s management functions [See section 4 for more on this position]. OMB’s leadership has the support of a core of offices including: OMB’s general counsel (who helps coordinate the review of executive orders among other matters); a small legislative affairs staff (which coordinates policy level communications with the Hill); and an office of economic policy (which works with other White House and Treasury offices to develop and review economic projections) [See section 16].

Offices with OMB-wide responsibilities, most of which are discussed in sections of this guide, include: the Director; the Deputy Director; the Deputy Director for Management; the Executive Associate Director; Office of Communication; General Counsel; Legislative Affairs; Economic Policy; Management and Operations Division; Office of Performance and Personal Management; Legislative Reference Division; and the Budget Review Division.

Most of the time since 1994, OMB has had five resource management offices (RMOs), organized by agency and by program area. These offices, headed by politically appointed program associate directors (PADs), account for most OMB staff. Each oversees a set of executive agencies and related policy and management issues.

With guidance and technical support from a central Budget Review Division, the RMOs carry out OMB’s central role of assisting the President in preparing the budget, transmitted annually to Congress, and also help supervise agencies’ administration of law and policy. In helping to formulate the President’s budget proposals, RMOs assess the effectiveness of agency programs, policies, and procedures; review and assess agency funding proposals and policy initiatives; and they help OMB leadership prioritize competing funding demands consistent with presidential priorities and guidance. Once budgets have been enacted, RMOs oversee their execution by approving the apportionment of funds to budget accounts and activities consistent with law. The RMOs analyze and evaluate program performance and budget proposals. They routinely oversee implementation of policies, and support initiatives to improve agency management. In short, the RMO staff, which constitute the bulk of OMB’s career staff, are the core source of expertise on all matters pertaining to the programs and operations of Federal departments and agencies. [See section 8 for more detail.]

A central Budget Review Division (BRD) [See section 9.] manages the production of the budget, including operation of the MAX systems to handle agency input to the budget data base and facilitate a growing array of cross-agency information exchanges. BRD also works with RMO staff on a variety of scorekeeping tasks and government-wide data collection exercises for special circumstances both during budget preparation and throughout the year.

The Deputy Director for Management (DDM), a Senate-confirmed official, develops and oversees executive branch management and performance improvement [See section 4.]. Since 2001, the DDM has the process of setting priorities for the President’s Management Agenda (PMA), which now includes a limited number of cross agency priority goals. The DDM leads the
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President’s Management Council, comprised primarily of agency deputy secretaries and other Chief Operating Officers. The purview of the DDM includes information technology, digital services, financial management, procurement policy, strategic planning and performance, and human resources policy. Within OMB and reporting to the DDM is the Office of Performance and Personnel Management (OPPM), which works with other government agencies to improve overall agency performance, leads a number of crosscutting efforts, and helps lead government-wide personnel policy [See section 14.].

Four major offices, established by statute, oversee and coordinate each Administration’s information and regulatory, procurement, financial management, and information technology policies. Brief descriptions of these follow:

**Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA).** OIRA, whose Senate-confirmed Administrator reports directly to the OMB Director, reviews collections of information imposed on the public; provides guidance concerning the acquisition, use and management of Federal information policy. Including privacy; coordinates policy direction on Federal statistical activities; and implements executive regulatory oversight activities under Executive Order 12866 (Regulatory Planning and Review), Executive Order 13563 (Improving Regulation and Regulatory Review), and Executive Order 13771 (Regulatory Budgeting). [See section 10.]

**Office of Federal Financial Management (OFFM).** OFFM prepares the government-wide financial management status report and 5-year plan. OFFM monitors the execution of the plan and provides policy guidance on preparation and audit of financial statements, financial systems requirements, management controls, and cost accounting and audit requirements for the non-Federal grantee community. OFFM also provides policy guidance on Federal grants management, on how to reduce improper payments, and on how to manage and dispose of the federal government’s real property. [See section 11.]

**Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP).** OFPP provides overall direction of procurement policies, regulations, and procedures for Executive agencies. It prescribes government-wide procurement policies to be implemented in the Federal Acquisition Regulation and provides leadership and coordination in the formulation of Executive branch positions on procurement and procurement-related legislation. The Cost Accounting Standards Board, an entity within OFPP, exercises the authority to make, promulgate, amend, and rescind cost accounting standards. [See section 12.]

**Office of the Federal Chief Information Officer (OFCIO).** Headed by the government’s chief information officer, OFCIO leads Government-Wide IT policy and oversight activities. OFCIO provides oversight and guidance regarding agency management and execution of IT investments, in order to maximize the return on these investments. OFCIO provides direction and management support to Presidential IT initiatives, and other cross-agency, Government-Wide efforts by leveraging technology and driving innovation to meet customer needs and improve service delivery to citizens, businesses and agencies while making more efficient use of taxpayer resources. OFCIO provides oversight of initiatives that derive value from Government data. To improve digital service delivery across government, OFCIO also works with the U.S. Digital Service team, a small group
of technical experts reporting to the DDM who work with agencies to deliver their high priority IT projects while identifying best practices that are replicable across government. OFCIO provides guidance and oversight to ensure that Government data, systems and IT infrastructure are protected and security and privacy mandates are met. OFCIO leverages its resources by working closely with the Federal Chief Information Officers Council. [See section 13. – note that OFCIO is the term used to describe the office in the last two Administrations, and reflects the role that the office director plays as the Federal CIO; the formal statutory title from the E-Government Act of 2002 is the Office of E-Government and Information Technology]

OMB’s organization chart as published in the U.S. Government manual appears on the next page.

To perform its many missions for the President, in FY 2019 OMB had an appropriation of $103 million. This funded 466 Full-Time Equivalent positions (FTEs), distributed as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. OMB FTEs in FY2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OMB-wide Offices (includes OFCIO and OPPM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Management Offices (RMOs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Education, Income Maintenance &amp; Labor RMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-General Government RMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Health RMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-National Security RMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Natural Resource RMO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutory Offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Information &amp; Regulatory Affairs (OIRA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Office of Federal Financial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-Office of Federal Procurement Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of designated positions – including those temporarily vacant is a somewhat larger number. This is augmented, especially during budget season, by a small number of personnel detailed from other agencies.

**OMB’s Role in Presidential Transitions**

…below that [political appointee] layer, are all hard charging professionals that serve any President that comes in, and do it with just as much rigor and enthusiasm as they did for the last person who held the Presidency.

– Jim Nussle, interviewed in 2014

During transitions between presidential administrations, OMB plays a critical role by providing analysis, memory and continuity. Following the election and until the inauguration, OMB career staff simultaneously but separately support the current President and brief the transition teams representing the incoming President. Pursuant to the Presidential Transitions Improvement Act, OMB’s Deputy Director for Management Co-Chairs with GSA’s Federal Transition Coordinator, the Agency Transition Director’s Council (ATDC). The ATDC is meeting, beginning in May 2020, to coordinate on transition activities. The OMB Director also sits on the White House Transition Coordinating Council, chaired by the WH Chief of Staff.
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  - LABOR BRANCH

HEALTH PROGRAMS
- HEALTH DIVISION
  - HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICE BRANCH
  - MEDICARE BRANCH
  - MEDICAID BRANCH
  - PUBLIC HEALTH BRANCH
  - HEALTH INSURANCE, DATA, AND ANALYSIS UNIT

GENERAL GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS
- TRANSPORTATION, HOMELAND, JUSTICE, AND SERVICES DIVISION
  - TRANSPORTATIONAL/GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION BRANCH
  - HOMELAND SECURITY BRANCH
  - INTELLIGENCE BRANCH
  - HOUSING, TREASURY, AND COMMERCE DIVISION
  - HOUSING BRANCH
  - TREASURY BRANCH
  - COMMERCE BRANCH
At inauguration, when political appointees of the outgoing administration depart and its records are archived, OMB staff work with new appointees of the incoming administration to turn its priorities into specific budget and policy proposals. OMB helps a new President provide guidance to executive agencies in a period when they may have few if any Senate-confirmed political appointees.

When President Truman declared in 1952 that he would not run again, he tasked the Director of the Bureau of the Budget (OMB’s predecessor) with the task of gathering information on a new administration so the incoming President would not be as ill-informed about the operations of government as he was in 1945.

At a gathering of former OMB and BOB officials and staff some years ago, a former communications director told a story that captures perfectly the role that OMB career staff play during presidential transitions. He said that his boss, the Director, asked him to provide a very brief statement that he could use when asked to explain the essence of the then BOB's role. Having thought about it over a weekend, he came into the Director’s office Monday and said, “I’ve got it. Here is what you can say: ‘If tomorrow, little green men from Mars land on the Mall, and all of the staff of all the federal agencies flee the city, the staff of the Bureau of the Budget will stay behind to ensure an orderly transition of power.’” OMB staff play a critical role of institutional memory and support for the new White House during and following every presidential transition.

2. History and Perspectives

“OMB is the Pony Express in Reverse. Every four years or so, a new set of fresh riders comes in to ride the same old tired horses.”

– Don Crabill, former OMB division head, quoted in Dame and Martin, 2011, p. 77

The President’s role as chief executive expanded significantly in the Twentieth Century, driven primarily by Presidents who wanted to increase their control over the Executive Branch and over policy direction. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and its predecessor agency the Bureau of the Budget (BOB) were directly involved in many aspects of that expansion.

History

The history of OMB’s role – and that of most other agencies that now constitute the Executive Office of the President (EOP) – goes back more than 90 years. In 1900, Presidents had virtually no professional staff. They relied on the good graces of appointed cabinet officials and outside advisers. Even though cabinet officials were appointed by the President, the lack of a standing Presidential staff or a President’s budget meant that Congress controlled appropriations to the agencies and the loyalties of agency leaders could be divided. Budget preparation work was left to the various committees in the legislative branch, in particular the appropriations committees, but the authorizing committees as well.

To address some of these issues Congress created the Bureau of the Budget in the Treasury Department in 1921, more to address congressional concerns that agency submissions to the Congress needed some minimal review to achieve more technical consistency than to help the President. Its small staff limited its reach while it was located in Treasury.
In 1939, President Roosevelt transferred BOB to the Executive Office through Reorganization Order number 8248. BOB, and now OMB, like most current EOP entities, has no explicit legislative authorization beyond the Reorganization Order. BOB brought with it a professional career staff of 40 people and three enduring activities: preparation of the President’s budget, government-wide management functions, and legislative clearance. [See section 14. for discussion of OMB’s management of legislative clearances.]

President Roosevelt appointed a few Presidential assistants during World War II, but BOB served as the President’s principal staff. At the end of the War BOB had around 600 staff, larger than the OMB that exists today. A large number of current EOP agencies were yet to be created. (In 1945, BOB had about 80 percent of the total EOP staff; in 2005, OMB had 28 percent.)

Some idea of the culture existing in a smaller EOP and larger BOB in the post-World War II period can be gleaned from the following:

President Truman knew the budget well, and he held his own press conferences on the new budgets he presented. A delegation from BOB would sit with him the day before the press conference, having assembled a black book with likely questions that might come up, and the answers written below. President Truman turned it into a game. He’d flip pages from agency to agency or from program to program, and cover the “answer” before reading the “question”, and then he’d try to supply the answer out of his everyday information. “How’d I do boys” -- he’d ask with a grin, and he was nearly always right or very close. This annual performance was a highlight of the year for the Bureau people who had been knocking themselves out on the funding, program, and proposed legislation issues.

Quoted in Dame and Martin, 2011, pp. 20-21

Since its initial creation as BOB, OMB has changed in several significant ways to address issues important to the President. Six of the major changes are highlighted below:

**OMB and Program Budgeting.** The requirement to produce a President’s Budget shortly after inauguration has provided an opportunity for incoming Presidents to quickly exert control over all the thousands of programs in the Executive branch through the OMB budget review process. Agency programs are given intense scrutiny once a year through an analytic program-based review by an OMB staff serving the President. That review also begins the process of coordination with agencies in the EOP over policy issues. [Sections 5. and 6. discuss the modern budget review process in more detail.]

After BOB moved to the Executive Office, budget decision-making changed its focus from budgeting by object class – equipment, travel, staff, etc. – to program budgeting, an approach that emphasized understanding all elements of programs: purpose, performance, structure, resource levels, implementation. In recent years, a growing body of relevant evidence from independent evaluations and other sources has deepened the analytical basis for assessing performance and results. The program budgeting approach has been stretched and modified, but it is still the core of today’s budget review process.

Program budgeting provided an acceptable framework for internal budget determinations for individual programs leading to the President’s budget. Program budgeting has established more consensus about which programs work best and which programs do not among successive Presidential staffs than one might expect. However, program budgeting did not lead to anything like a public (e.g. in discussions with members of Congress) consensus about which programs are effective at meeting public policy goals, which are not, and how to address management weaknesses. The absence of such a consensus contributes to many differences with Congress on budget issues related to specific programs. It also limits improvements in program management.
**Budgeting and the Management Role.** At the top of an Executive Branch administering a budget of almost $5 trillion and thousands of programs large and small, the role of OMB in management is closer to that of the policy guidance and oversight functions of a corporate board of directors than to that of a high-level executive overseeing program operations. Program operations are generally the responsibility of agency managers.

At OMB, management encompasses program performance and measurement of program performance, personnel, financial oversight, procurement, IT systems, and related matters such as information policy, paperwork reduction, privacy, and cyber security. From its beginnings, BOB had a management mandate to pursue a better working government. Well run, effective programs enable mission achievement and ensure trust in government; conversely, a significant failure – as in the troubled launch of a public website for a major initiative or a publicized abuse or fraud – can do great and lasting damage to an Administration.

In 1970, the Nixon Administration reorganized BOB into an expanded Office of Management and Budget (OMB) with the objective of making management OMB’s central focus. The intent, as many saw it, was to give more emphasis to OMB’s management role and at the same time establish a White House Domestic Policy Council and a White House Chief of Staff to lead policy development.

The attempt to elevate management tasks coincided with a new environment for the annual budget process. Whereas the BOB had originally been seen as an impartial source of budget data, by 1974 it was clear OMB had come to play a more active part in advancing the President’s policy agenda, raising questions about the basis for its estimates. Passage of the Congressional Budget Act that year established a competing congressional budget process with House and Senate Budget Committees and a Congressional Budget Office and reinforced OMB’s role in putting forward a President’s Budget representing his priorities. Centralizing budget decision-making in Congress added impetus to centralization of budgeting in OMB and the Executive Office – a more top-down process than many were used to. The additional staff time devoted to supporting the President’s budget may have impeded the simultaneous effort to elevate OMB’s management role.

The reorganization also underestimated the increasing pressure of short-term events on all White House staff work, limiting the time available for policy development by the small staff of appointees in the newly created Domestic Policy Council. OMB continued and continues to play an important role at this stage, especially given its storehouse of technical and historical knowledge.

A President may ask OMB to step back and let agencies or task forces take the lead on implementation, at least on some major issues. In an exceptional case, President Bill Clinton gave responsibility for his sweeping effort to improve efficiency across government, the National Performance Review, to the Vice-President and a staff largely made up of agency detailers who rotated in and out of the effort. OMB played a supporting role, but did not lead, or even steer, the effort. However, toward the end of that Administration and subsequently, OMB has had the lead in pushing the agencies to carry out the President’s management agenda and in driving performance improvement.

---

In 1994, another OMB reorganization – ‘OMB 2000’ – attempted to integrate management and budget activities so that agencies would see a unified and consistent perspective from OMB. In this reorganization, the former budget divisions and branches were redesignated as Resource Management Offices (RMOs) to emphasize this integration, and most received one or more new positions as people were reassigned from the what had been the “General Management” Division to the former ‘budget side’. (Regulatory activities continued to be separately handled.) For a given set of agencies, a single RMO staff of ‘program examiners’ now followed policy from its conceptualization through budgeting to implementation and assessment of performance. The change recognized that management controls were linked to funding decisions and the program based analytic framework used by the program staff. Budgeting provided enforcement tools – budget levels, oversight through budget execution – to provide stronger discipline to management activities.

For several years, OMB staff referred less often to the two ‘sides’, but today the split is again recognized in common parlance within OMB. Additional and expanded management units reappeared with stronger staff and expertise starting with the first Bush administration. Whether they are viewed as two sides or not, however, the RMO and management offices’ staffs routinely work as partners in a continuing effort to improve the government’s performance.

Historically, OMB’s management work has not had the continuity of OMB’s budget and regulatory work. OMB’s highly structured annual budget preparation process gives continuity and structure to its work that carries across changes in Administration. OMB’s RMOs have a chance to prove their mettle quickly, as one of the first major tasks for any incoming Administration is to prepare a budget for submission to the Congress. Even in years when there are substantial substantive differences between the President and Congress, the detailed technical underpinnings of every budget serve as a starting point for a major part of the congressional agenda.

Presidents who put more emphasis on improving the Government’s management have in OMB both an instrument to press for innovation and greater efficiency and an analytic capability to monitor and assess agency performance. Each recent President has pursued a somewhat different management agenda and approach to improving government’s performance. However, particularly since full implementation of the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) in 1993, there has been greater continuity of procedures for strategic planning, performance measurement, and reporting. In the last two Administrations, major elements of the government-wide effort to improve government performance have been institutionalized, led within OMB by an Office of Performance and Personnel Management which coordinates implementation of the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010 that established a set of management routines continuing across administrations and imbedded in guidance to agencies by OMB’s Circular A-11 Part VI [See section 14.].

The Political Dimension. When BOB was first established, it was staffed by career officials except for the Director. BOB’s career staffing identity was continued when it was moved to the Executive Office in 1939. BOB served the institutional Presidency as much as it served the President.

Questions about the loyalties of OMB career employees have a long history. Bill Carey reported one episode in that history:

….BOB had few friends on either side of the party system. When Eisenhower won the election, one of his senior campaign crew came to [a BOB official] to say, “When we get downtown I want
you to know that we are going to get rid of the socialists in the Bureau”. Some years later when
Kennedy won, one of his retinue sought out [the same BOB official] to say, “We are coming after
the reactionaries in the Bureau”! Of course, the so-called socialists and the reactionaries were one
and the same, and in the event nobody was asked to leave.

Quoted in Dame and Martin, 2011, p. 82

As noted above, the continuity of the career staff has been a particularly important strength
during transitions between presidential administrations. In a few cases, a new administration was
given clearance to use the OMB staff to begin preparation of the incoming President’s budget
before the inauguration.

During the BOB’s later years, there had been a scattering of appointed officials to assist the
work of BOB, but they had not been directly in charge of career staff. Career heads of divisions
reported to the Director. With the change from BOB to OMB in 1970, a new level of politically
appointed officials, called Program Associate Directors or “PADs”, was added to provide policy
direction to OMB’s budget offices. In subsequent years, several additional appointees were added,
often through legislation, to head OMB’s management offices. Placing appointed officials directly
in the line in OMB recognized that a growing Federal government had a larger cadre of appointed
officials in agencies and Congress than it had in 1939. Expansion in the number of EOP agencies
staffed by appointed officials added impetus to this trend.

All budgets are inherently political documents, reflecting the President’s priorities and
strategic choices for the nation. As support staff for the President, OMB therefore is often asked
to spend time not only on analyzing resources and policy but also on packaging and
communications. OMB is expected to make the Administration’s proposals look as fact-based as
possible to the public and political constituencies.

The issues surrounding the presentation of the President’s Budget are hardly new. When
Lyndon Johnson was President, the framework for the budget was something called an
administrative budget. It excluded trust funds, like Social Security. The administrative budget
spending levels were rising uncomfortably, with President Johnson wanting to keep the total
under $100 billion. In several budgets from that time the Administration highlighted information
based on at least two alternative budget concepts, including a national income accounts and a
consolidated cash budget, in part to divert attention from the rising spending. The resulting
confusion contributed to establishment of a 1967 President’s Budget Concepts Commission, and
to the present unified budget.

OMB staff generally follow a President’s orders. When President Richard Nixon directed
OMB to impound over $20 billion of water infrastructure projects as part of the President’s “New
Federalism” initiative, it worked to carry out his instructions. On the other hand, OMB career
staff also uphold the integrity of budget execution laws and processes, as demonstrated by
questions raised during the Trump Administration regarding apportionment of funds for foreign
conflicts. While OMB remains primarily staffed by career civil servants with an analytical focus,
it can be argued that the addition of politically appointed officials has served to reduce the pressure
on senior career officials to reflect a political point of view, leaving the work of addressing the
political content of decision-making in the hands of OMB’s political leadership.

In past years many OMB career staff stayed on in the agency for most, if not all, of their
working lives, despite higher salaries in the private sector and often low regard for public servants.
While that pattern has eroded in recent years, it is still true that according to Bill Diefenderfer,
Deputy Director, 1989-91, “OMB career staff are interested in serving the country.” Quoted in Dame and Martin, 2011, p. 83.

**A More Assertive OMB Role with Congress.** Beginning in 1981 during the Reagan Administration, OMB became increasingly adept at “top-down” budgeting and at influencing the congressional appropriation process.

Top-down budgeting meant that OMB staff became more involved in setting agency budgets. OMB staff always had a strong role assisting in setting Presidential budget priorities. The change to top-down budgeting was driven by a belief that agencies were moving slowly to adjust to targets set by the new Administration, requiring that OMB take stronger actions to recommend the changes to agency budgets needed to reach desired funding levels.

Computers gave another boost to top-down budgeting by providing a mechanism that allowed OMB policy officials to assist the President in setting more detailed and precise budget targets by agency and program area. Top-down budgeting added to momentum for moving policy direction from agencies to the Executive Office and White House staff.

Before 1981, OMB staff work moved to a slower track when the official budget was sent to Congress at the beginning of the year. Influencing congressional action on appropriations bills was a task largely delegated to the agencies. That changed dramatically in 1981 when OMB began to more aggressively track legislative action and attempt to influence that action through letters, position statements, and meetings with members of Congress and their staffs. After 1981, monitoring appropriations became a significant task.

Some of the impetus for OMB and the White House assuming a stronger role in setting budget targets had to do with the tax and spending choices and new process requirements – such as spending caps and sequestration – focused on deficit reduction. While Congress was happy to have the President lay out budget choices for the country in his budget request to Congress, what follows has for the last few Presidencies seen a more adversarial relationship between the two branches and between leaders who hold sharply differing views on taxes and spending as well as other policies. The breakdown of the ‘regular order’ of the congressional budget process has contributed to periodic funding crises, including now almost annual continuing resolutions to maintain funding absent newly enacted appropriations, periodic government shutdowns, and refusal to raise the debt ceiling.

Those manifestations of partisan political conflict inevitably have come to affect presidential, as well as congressional, decision-making. Order has given way to ad hoc, centralized negotiations. The debate around the President’s budget proposals has turned more symbolic and rhetorical as partisans use them as leverage in their struggles for electoral dominance. Over time, the estimates supporting the budget and new policy proposals have become less of an impartial source of budget data. They now play a more active part in advancing the policy agenda of Presidential budgets when they are before Congress.

**Expansion of the Executive Office.** Before the establishment of BOB in the Executive Office in 1939, policy development was largely the purview of Executive Branch agencies. That has changed. In 1947 the National Security Council and the Councils of Economic Advisers and Environmental Quality were added to the EOP. As mentioned, the Domestic Policy Council was moved to the EOP in 1970. An Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) was established by statute in 1976 to provide the president with advice on these aspects of policy. An Office of Administration was added during the Carter Administration in 1977, providing IT and
administrative support for the Executive Office. The National Economic Council (NEC) was added during the Clinton Administration. Combined with OMB, these new entities gradually centralized and strengthened White House policy making. Much of the EOP outside OMB is now staffed primarily by appointees who come and go when we change Presidents.

As an example of OMB’s numerous interactions with other EOP agencies, the NEC’s policy scope encompasses the responsibilities of a number of existing Federal agencies, most notably CEA, OMB, Treasury, Labor and Commerce. NEC quite often takes the lead in developing broad economic policy goals on topics such as health care that might have been left to agencies in earlier times. It also helps coordinate tax policy review led by the Treasury with spending-related decisions made during OMB’s budget process. The NEC’s interests lie mainly in strategic issues that affect the national economy. OMB has a strong strategic policy role also, but its focus is more on day-to-day program responsibilities. OMB also has a close working relationship with the Council of Economic Advisers, partly because of ties between budget projections and those for the economy.

The addition of several agencies with talented staffs to the Executive Office has arguably enhanced the President’s control of policy making machinery at the expense of executive agencies’ policy and operating autonomy.

**The Influence of Outside Interest Groups.** As government expanded in size after the Bureau of the Budget years, Congressional staffs increased in size and public policy institutions flourished. Virtually every activity the government undertakes has a range of outside interest groups. As media reporting has quickened and developed more breadth and now supplemented by strong social media networks, activities that once were largely confined to Washington are known almost immediately across the country. Washington now has a deep layer of analytical talent available for the issues that arise every day, generating a flow of analysis that makes its own demands on the time of the EOP. The growth of congressional staffs, outside interest groups and public policy institutions has meant that virtually any significant change in policy for any program is met with an alternative perspective very quickly. The increased advocacy interest in what Presidents do has had a profound effect on OMB’s work, requiring it to respond to numerous requests for information and analysis on a multitude of issues often under very tight time constraints.

**Perspectives**

Life in OMB is not in the fast lane. Life in OMB is in the oncoming lane.

– Jim Miller (former OMB Director) quoted in Dame and Martin, 2011, p. 77

**OMB and the President**

I did not realize the extent to which you wear two hats. You’re the OMB director managing an agency -- a very significant agency -- but you’re also a direct staffer to the President of the United States. And you’re one of about six, seven, or eight, depending on the Administration, that has daily, almost moment to moment, access . . . . One of the first days after I was sworn in I find myself in the bunker in the Security Council meeting. And I’m looking around going, what the ___, why am I here? And I discovered that the OMB director is in all of these meetings. Money touches everything.


In his book *Presidential Power*, the distinguished scholar and former BOB staffer Richard Neustadt, differentiates between the President’s ability to: (a) set an agenda; and (b) influence
events. In the first case, Presidents make comprehensive budget, legislative and regulatory proposals each year as a way to establish priorities, and at least in part to frame the work of the Legislative Branch for the coming year. In the second case, Presidents must have the influence, stature, and political skill to see their proposals accepted on a wide variety of domestic, foreign, and economic topics. Along with an expanded Executive Office, OMB assists in developing Presidential proposals and devotes an increasing amount of time to influencing prospects for acceptance of those proposals.

OMB attempts to enhance the ability of the President to:

**Influence priorities.** The President clearly has authority in law to set priorities by submitting his proposals for spending levels in all Federal programs to the Congress in the annual budget. Much of OMB’s influence with Executive Branch agencies is lodged in this authority. But the President’s Budget is just a proposal. The ability to influence legislative outcomes has changed substantially over the years.

**Set policy.** As the leader and only elected official of the Executive Branch (along with the Vice President), the President has broad authority to establish policy. OMB works closely with other staff agencies in providing the President with advice on policy formulation and implementation.

### Table 2. The Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal Type</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Owner</th>
<th>Reviewer</th>
<th>Timing for Review &amp; Update</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross Agency Priority Goals</td>
<td>~15</td>
<td>OMB/WH policy councils</td>
<td>OMB Director</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency Priority Goals</td>
<td>4-5 per agency</td>
<td>Agency Heads</td>
<td>Dep Sec/COO</td>
<td>Quarterly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Objectives in Strategic Plans</td>
<td>~10 per agency</td>
<td>Agency Heads</td>
<td>Dep Sec/COO and OMB</td>
<td>Annually with risks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Improve mission results and manage risks.** In an organization as big and diverse as the Executive Branch, developing a credible, enduring framework for measuring agency effectiveness has been one of OMB’s most complex tasks. The budget formulation process has become a major tool for helping to ensure that planning, management, and program evaluation are targeted at presidential priorities. During the George W. Bush administration, a largely transparent analytical framework and a common rating instrument – the Program Assessment Rating Tool, or PART – was used to score the performance of all federal programs. That administration also used a ‘stoplight’ (red-yellow-green) scorecard to rate each major agency’s progress in meeting targets for each element of the President’s Management Agenda. The updated Federal performance framework

---

established since the 2010 GPRA Modernization Act has three components that can be used by leaders to drive priorities and improve agency performance (see table below).

**Coordinate across federal agencies.** In recent years, the time OMB spends on interagency coordination across budget, management, and policy functions has grown considerably. Examiners from different divisions often work together to solve sensitive policy and implementation issues involving multiple agencies. There have long been “budget crosscuts” each year to give OMB and WH policymakers a fuller picture of programs scattered across government that are duplicative, overlapping, or require coordination. Now, the President’s Management Agenda specifies Cross-Agency Priority Goals that are pursued by teams drawn from multiple agencies. GAO routinely puts out reports on the need for improved coordination across agencies, usually with a recommendation saying OMB should do the coordination.

**Lead review process for Executive Orders and Presidential Memoranda.** In addition to OMB staff actions to support the President’s budget, management and legislative priorities, the OMB General Counsel leads Executive Branch actions to draft and clear Executive Orders and Memoranda to Agencies. The OMB General Counsel works with the Department of Justice on draft executive orders and memoranda. The OMB Director and the OMB General Counsel submit these documents for signature to the President.

OMB’s role as staff to the President will continue to be molded by the President’s evolving role, and the changing dimensions of the President’s relationship with Congress and the courts.

**OMB and Congress**

People say “Well, there’s all this gridlock in Washington.” And I say yeah, because, you know what? Governing’s not easy. Governing’s hard work. And if you see the movie on Lincoln, where, you know, Abraham Lincoln, in order to pass the Thirteenth Amendment, had to decide how to buy votes in order to get it passed. Well, that was pretty much what you had to do. You had to go after Democrats, and I sold about eight bridges in that process to try to get the votes we needed.

– Leon Panetta, former OMB Director and White House chief of staff, August 2015, discussing the effort to pass President Clinton’s first budget

Expertise has become the coin of the realm for purchasing influence and legitimacy in budgeting and other policy issues. OMB’s knowledge and expertise strengthens the President’s hand in dealings with the Congress during the annual budget process. OMB communicates with Congress at many levels through numerous channels. At the top, those Directors who were armed by mastery of numbers and policy details became the President’s most effective representative and advocate in negotiations with congressional leaders. OMB’s leaders have been aided in this by a small legislative affairs staff of political appointees. At lower levels, OMB staff have usually been available to their counterparts on the Hill to provide technical explanation and analysis of the President’s proposals and other policy ideas. For more formal communications – testimony, letters, agency budget justifications – OMB’s legislative reference staff always works with the RMOs to coordinate and resolve issues within the executive before communications are cleared for transmittal [See section 15.].

Actions taken to increase the President’s budgetary influence during the Nixon Administration through his use of the impoundment process and the lack of a central
congressional budget process crystallized the threat of a weakening congressional influence over the budget. In response in 1974, Congress enacted the Congressional Budget Act, establishing a congressional budget process. It created House and Senate Budget Committees and the Congressional Budget Office (CBO).

This new process provided the Congress with machinery to review and set overall budgetary targets and establish spending and revenue priorities in direct competition with the President’s annual budget proposals and limited the President’s authority to spend less than the Congress had appropriated. The Act’s goals were to enhance the congressional role, but centralizing control of the budget in the Congress had the same effect in the Executive Branch. Budget negotiations with the congressional leadership increasingly moved from agencies to the Executive Office. OMB also began more actively tracking and influencing congressional action on appropriations bills.

The actions taken by Congress and OMB were the catalysts that changed OMB from an agency primarily devoted to budget agenda setting to an agency more heavily engaged in influencing the outcome of the budget in the Congress. The introduction of the House and Senate Budget Committees and the CBO reshaped, centralized and made more assertive the top down policy development in the EOP and OMB. The establishment of congressional staffs with expertise that competed with the expertise of the OMB staff also added to the pressure for high quality analytical work on the part of OMB.

OMB’s agenda-setting role in developing the budget has rarely been challenged. However, OMB’s role in influencing congressional budgetary outcomes continues to be a source of contention with Congress. At times the Congress has taken steps to restrict OMB’s influence. Examples include prohibitions on OMB’s development of its own estimates of the congressional budget, and appropriations restrictions. With the maturation of the congressional budget process, Congress has developed more independence in setting budget policy, but Presidents still have a unique perspective for analyzing and influencing congressional action on the budget.

The annual President’s Budget provides the executive/legislative framework for debate of policy, but differences in view also affect work on improving the performance of programs. Congress and the President agree that federal programs should be evaluated primarily on the basis of whether they are achieving their purposes, and in 2019 the Foundations of Evidence-based Policy Act established requirements for government-wide and agency learning agendas that would establish research questions for performance evaluation. This new set of requirements is being integrated with the Federal performance frameworks and routines established under the 1993 Government Performance and Results Act and the 2010 GPRA Modernization Act.

OMB and the Executive Office of the President

As staff to the President, BOB/OMB has always enjoyed a broad mandate; but the execution of that mandate has changed at different points in the organization’s long history.

The Truman Presidency began the expansion of the EOP, as noted above, by increasing the White House staff and creating the National Security Council, Council of Economic Advisers and other small entities. Just before BOB became OMB, staff work was shaped primarily around the demands of a program-driven budget preparation process that changed only marginally from year to year. Generally BOB staff that specialized in subject areas performed management and legislative work. BOB visibility was lower.
No one predicted the growth in the President’s responsibilities, the centralization of policy development in the EOP, and an increasing use of EOP staff to drive the President’s agenda. Neither would it have been possible to anticipate the effects of television and other media on the work of the EOP, or the development of a highly charged political atmosphere. All of these changes have transformed the Presidency and contributed to the increase in staff agencies and assistants supporting the President outside OMB. The EOP has changed constantly to meet the needs of Presidents. Continuing shifts in the composition of the EOP are a given as the work evolves to meet new requirements.

The modern OMB drives budget review for the EOP, with some participation on particular issues by other White House offices. In addition, OMB coordinates legislative and regulatory review, giving the relevant policy staffs in the EOP an opportunity to raise issues for resolution. The framework for these reviews is a programmatic perspective developed over OMB’s long history.

The EOP agencies that have been added since the end of World War II require OMB to carry out more horizontal communication with appointed EOP staffs on specific topics. The additional lines of communication mean that OMB operates in a more complex environment. There were more entities to coordinate, and OMB’s work was scrutinized by more EOP units. In these interactions, analytical quality and factual accuracy remain the bedrock of the day-to-day work of OMB staff.

**OMB and the Agencies**

An agency official leads each of the thousands of programs in the budget. Managing these programs from OMB in the traditional sense of accepting operational responsibility is not realistic or practical. Agency program managers work within a hierarchy of accountability that leads directly to the President. The President appoints agency heads who are loyal to him. Officials who serve at the convenience of the President staff the highest levels of major agencies. The President meets directly with cabinet officials on a regular basis. What is the need for a White House staff to oversee agency program management and the President’s appointees? The answer is that within the Executive Branch there are competing interests that distract the focus of agency officials and occasionally must be reconciled.

A procedural example that affects both management and budgeting helps illustrate the conflict. In 1993 Congress established a statutory framework for promoting and reporting on agencies’ performance of their missions, the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and the GPRA Modernization Act of 2010, which greatly expanded OMB’s role (including 33 references to OMB compared to only one in the original GPRA). Agencies are expected to report directly to Congress and the public annually on all outputs and outcomes, and quarterly on any “priority goals” established by OMB or agencies. This information is consolidated on the [www.performance.gov](http://www.performance.gov) platform. OMB has helped set guidelines for GPRA implementation through OMB Circular A-11 Part VI. Since 2014, OMB has established an annual strategic review process with its Management team and each RMO, in which each spring agencies (often at the Deputy Secretary level) brief OMB on the results of their assessments of their strategic objectives and mission risks. Recently, OMB has incorporated review of each agency’s learning agenda into this annual process as well. The results of these reviews are intended to inform agency fall budget submissions, regulatory changes, and management/performance improvements.
In 1993, Congress established a statutory framework for promoting and reporting on agencies’ performance of their missions, the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA). Agencies are expected to report directly to the Congress and to the public annually on outputs and outcomes. Presidents have a strong interest in monitoring program performance, and OMB has helped to set guidelines for GPRA implementation; but the GPRA products that go to Congress are agency specific and lack a common analytical framework, limiting their utility. GPRA reporting is only loosely linked to the formal budget account structure used for appropriating and legislative action, which in turn is somewhat different from the structure of programs as reviewed in OMB, a limitation on their utility and application in the budget process.

Agency officials are involved in the preparation of both GPRA reports and responses to OMB program reviews. They cannot ignore a statutory reporting requirement. Neither can they ignore an OMB reporting requirement that is clearly based on a Presidential interest. For the agencies, a continuing challenge is the need to serve two masters: to continually mediate conflicts between the specific interests and instructions of congressional committees and the President’s broader perspective and guidance to execute the Administration’s policy and management priorities within a consistent framework.

It does not take long for new agency political appointees to understand that congressional committees and their staffs are finely tuned to the history and needs of individual programs. Responding to findings of the GAO and other oversight agencies supporting the modern Congress can still stretch lean OMB resources. It is not uncommon for the interest and direction of a particular committee to run counter to the goals of an elected President. Committees and their institutional interests have staying power, and agencies have a practical need to be responsive to those interests.

Executive Branch agencies are also not immune to intense lobbying and scrutiny from interest groups, media and think tanks. It is the responsibility of appointed officials of (for example) the Departments of Agriculture, Transportation, and Energy to listen to the views of farmers, highway planners, and energy producers when developing policy proposals. However, the number of groups involved in advocacy for particular programs has expanded significantly in the last fifty years. Some have argued that twentieth century expansion of interest groups located in Washington with their own particular objectives created the equivalent of a fourth branch of government. The President’s agenda is created from a broad framework encompassing goals such as budget restraint or national security that may not be immediately obvious to a group focused on setting policy within a specific framework; but these broader perspectives help determine an Administration’s overall success.

Agency leadership serves at the convenience of the President and works under strict guidelines related to that service. However, agencies learn to weigh the interests of the President against the needs of Congress, or the focused needs of agency clients and interest groups. Agency officials often face tension in balancing the need to sustain support for the programs they manage and keep their relationship with Congress intact with adhering to OMB guidelines intended to ensure their approach will actually advance the President’s long-term objectives. This issue of divided loyalties cuts across all of OMB’s interactions with agencies, including management oversight, and is a major reason that Presidents find they need a strong EOP staff devoted to their agenda.

The relative influence of the President, Congress, and specific political interests continually evolve. But throughout its history, the institutional memory, analytic talent, and commitment of
OMB staff have remained important assets to Presidents as they work to achieve their policy and budget priorities and to improve government’s management and performance. Additional information on OMB’s history and evolving responsibilities can be found in published works cited in the references at the end of this document.

3. OMB’S LEADERSHIP

As I started work [as OMB Director], I began fully to comprehend how ill-prepared I was for job ahead…. The one consolation was that the… OMB career staff were dedicated anti-bureaucrats. They weren’t in the business of giving things away. They were in the business of interposing themselves between the federal Santa Claus and the kids and saying, ’Whoa…’.

— David Stockman, Former OMB Director

Almost all of the OMB-wide offices are headed by politically appointed policy officials; and the major budget and management offices are also headed by such officials. With the layering on of more politically chosen officials and their assistants at the top, there are now over 60 non-career (political appointee) personnel in OMB; but the vast majority (over 80 percent) of OMB staff are career civil servants.

Six positions within OMB—the Director, the Deputy Director, the Deputy Director for Management, and the administrators of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, the Office of Federal Financial Management, and the Office of Federal Procurement Policy—are presidentially appointed and Senate-confirmed (PAS) positions. Each of these six, and other politically appointed office directors, has a very small number of administrative assistants.

The OMB Director is one of the most important positions in the Executive Branch. The relationship between the President and the Director is critical to assist the President in accomplishing his goals. Policies for virtually every aspect of government—spending, taxes, credit, regulations, financial, you name it—come through OMB; and the OMB Director’s ability to promote the President’s policies on Capitol Hill makes him all the more important. Some OMB Directors have had unfettered access to the President, and all have extraordinary power to influence public policy (video-recorded interviews for George Mason University’s Center on the Public Service with recent directors Panetta, Rivlin, and Nussle provide retrospective first-hand accounts of what it is like to lead OMB. These can be viewed here: [http://psc.gmu.edu/fiscal-guardians/video/](http://psc.gmu.edu/fiscal-guardians/video/)). The relationship between the President and the Director is critical to assist the President in accomplishing his goals. Policies for virtually every aspect of government—spending, taxes, credit, regulations, financial, you name it—come through OMB, and the OMB Director’s ability to promote the President’s policies on Capitol Hill makes him all the more important. Recognizing this, some OMB Directors have had unfettered access to the President, and all have extraordinary power to influence public policy.

---

4 It is worth noting that after serving as BOB/OMB Director, various individuals have later served in public sector positions as Vice President, White House Chief of Staff, Secretary of Defense, Treasury, State, and HHS, CIA Director, Federal Reserve Vice Chair, and governor. Many, of course, have gone on to leadership positions in the private sector.
Since there are potentially many conflicts with agencies, an OMB Director that is seen as having a weak relationship with the President almost invites agencies to challenge OMB’s views, creating a much more difficult job for the PADs. But the opposite is also true. When an agency head challenged OMB Director, Mitch Daniels, in front of the President in a reception area in the West Wing, President George W. Bush hugged Daniels, and exclaimed, “Don’t you understand? This is my man Mitch!” Agency heads thought twice before challenging Daniels after that encounter.5

The role of the **OMB Deputy Director** can vary much from administration to administration, and from Director to Director. Sometimes the Deputy can provide the President and the Director with a capable “relief pitcher” for the many times when there are multiple demands on the Director. At other times, the Deputy serves the Director more by working with Cabinet secretaries and in managing the many facets of OMB. In other cases, the Deputy spends much of his time representing the President on Capitol Hill.

The average tenure of a Director is less than a Presidential term – perhaps two or three years. Both because they are not around that long and because of the press of events and attention to their external role, few Directors make much of an impact on OMB as an organization. Few have time or inclination to actively manage it. Fewer take time to try to strengthen the institution they lead by reorganizing or otherwise reshaping it. Sometimes a Deputy Director will play the ‘internal’ role. Sometimes others, including the senior career staff, attempt to help the leadership manage and prioritize the work of the organization, but they generally have a partial view or limited authority. As a result, the organization’s performance is heavily determined by the shared commitment of its professional staff to working effectively, serving the Presidency and supporting the President and the President’s priorities.

When President-elect Clinton nominated Leon Panetta to be OMB Director in December 1992, Leon called Barry Anderson, head of BRD, to ask some questions about OMB. Leon had been Chair of the House Budget Committee (HBC) for many years and knew Barry from his frequent appearances with various previous OMB Directors before the HBC and from being actively involved with Barry at the 1990 Budget Summit at Andrews Air Force Base. Leon said: “Barry, I feel I know a fair amount OMB’s budget functions from all my interactions with presidents’ budgets over the years, but OMB also has regulatory and management functions. About how much of my time will be spent on budget, regulations, and management?” “That’s easy,” Barry replied. “120% of your time will be spent on the budget; 10% on regulations; and the rest on management.” Leon laughed heartily, but 18 months later, just before he left OMB to become President Clinton’s Chief of Staff, Leon told Barry, “Remember what you told me about how much time I would be spending on budget, regulations, and management? Well, you had it just about right, only underestimating the amount of time I would spend on budget! (as recalled by Barry Anderson, 2016).”

**4. The Deputy Director for Management**

Some liken the DDM to the Grand High Pooh-Bah in Gilbert and Sullivan’s Mikado, where, if the Director of OMB is Ko-Ko -- the “Lord High Executioner,” the DDM is the Pooh-Bah -- “Lord High Everything Else.”

---

5 As recalled by Marcus Peacock, former OMB PAD, in April 2016. Daniels subsequently used “My Man Mitch” as a slogan in his successful campaign for the Governor of Indiana.
The Deputy Director for Management (DDM) has two primary roles: one involves the external role of supplying government-wide leadership to Executive Branch agencies to improve mission performance. This role involves working with the Departments and agencies, usually through the federal performance framework which establishes goals and objectives. The DDM uses the President’s Management Council, comprised of agency Deputy Secretaries with responsibilities for mission performance in their agencies, to reach agreement on goals and objectives and review progress, leveraging OMB’s RMOs. The DDM also has led development of reform and reorganization proposals, and the regular review of GAO’s ‘high risk’ findings.

A second DDM role involves the internal one of improving the government’s mission support functions. For this, the DDM employs the President’s Management Agenda (PMA), typically establishing cross agency priority goals, and provides leadership for 12 inter-agency management councils to improve quality, cost and efficiency of enabling functions such as procurement, HR, and technology. The PMA can include the mission objectives discussed above, and is not limited to focusing on mission support functions.

The DDM is responsible for an increasing number of statutory responsibilities, supporting White House initiatives, driving progress on government-wide reforms, and responding to ongoing or unexpected operational responsibilities (e.g., Coronavirus response, OPM data breach, shutdown administration). The DDM oversees three statutory offices focused on mission support functions— the Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP), Office of Federal Financial Management (OFFM), and the Office of the Federal Chief Information Officer (OFCIO). The DDM office also oversees two non-statutory offices established more recently – the Office of Performance and Personnel Management and the US Digital Service – responsible for improving mission performance and service delivery. The DDM also is responsible for administering up to $32 million annually in inter-agency council and Cross-Agency Priority (CAP) goal funding collected from agencies and allocated to cross-agency initiatives. The DDM works closely with GSA and OPM as the three central management offices.

With the reorganization of 1993, OMB’s five Resource Management Offices (RMOs) [See section 8.] expanded the focus of OMB’s “budget side” to more formally and aggressively address “management issues.” The DDM’s role is to act as coordinator of all such management activity throughout OMB and to assure the active participation of all parts of OMB in dealing with management problems. To assist in this role, the Performance and Personnel Management Division [See section 14.] supports the DDM in coordinating across management offices, supporting PMC meetings, working with GSA’s Office of Government-wide Policy, and working with other parts of OMB (e.g., integrating management priorities into the budget process).

**OMB’s Management Functions and Offices**

OMB is responsible for helping Executive Branch agencies carry out more effectively and efficiently all tasks related to administrative performance; and for maximizing the quality of agency design, development, implementation, evaluation, and continuous improvement (including where necessary, termination or replacement) of agency programs and policies, consistent with the President’s policies.

Some people think of “management” solely in terms of a series of administrative management functions, present in virtually every agency, that are the essentials of organizational operations, without regard to what that organization’s missions or functions may be. These operating
functions include information policy and technology, procurement, accounting, personnel management, financial management, and the like. Doing them very well rarely garners attention; failing to do them well can destroy program and policy effectiveness as certainly as bad policy decisions or inadequate program implementation.

OMB has offices and divisions that exercise government-wide leadership on key aspects of agency administrative management, each of which is led by a political appointee who is supported by a career Deputy and career staff: procurement (OFPP); financial systems and audit (OFFM); information technology (OFCIO); and performance and personnel (OPPM). In addition, OMB leads on regulatory policy and paperwork management, information collection and dissemination, information and statistical policy (OIRA); and evaluation (Economic Policy). OMB’s Evidence and Innovation Unit in OMB’s Economic Policy office promotes the use of evidence and evaluation in agency decision-making and works with these management offices as well as OIRA. OMB shares responsibilities for leadership on some functions with other agencies, such as: financial management and budget execution, shared by OFFM and BRD with Treasury; space management and building construction policy, shared with GSA; personnel policy, shared with OPM.

Management includes not only the “administrative management” functions discussed above, but also program and policy management (e.g., program delivery and “outcomes”). This encompasses leadership and oversight of how agencies devise, obtain enactment of, implement, manage, evaluate, and then, if necessary, modify the statutory programs and policies for which they are responsible, consistent with the policies of the incumbent Administration.

OMB’s attention to agency strategic planning, goal setting, performance measurement, evaluation and evidence, data collection, or policy research support the President’s agenda by improving performance regardless of the programs or policies of the Administration in office, but they do not dictate the form of final Presidential policy. The RMOs have the lead OMB responsibility for program policy and budget development for the agencies they cover, and for integrating into those responsibilities attention to how well the agency is managing their governing statutes and Administration policy. Agencies typically have one of their strategic objectives within their strategic plan focused on improving management excellence.

The President’s Management Agenda

The DDM assists the Director in formulating and implementing the Administration’s “management agenda.” In recent Administrations, the time to devise and implement the President’s responses to management challenges has been at the start of a new term, at the same time he or she is refining the legislative, budget, and policy strategies. An early emphasis on management would send the message that “operations is policy” soon enough to make a difference. Typically, President’s Management Agendas (PMAs) are released about one year into the Administration (Bush in August 2001; Obama in July 2010; and Trump in March 2018). The agenda enables government, working with and through other sectors, to improve collective capacity to address the public’s high expectations for their government. However, many will note that specific, measurable accomplishments resulting from PMA initiatives have been mixed at best.

Major steps in establishing Priority Goals, as outlined in OMB Circular A-11 (and illustrated in Table 3), are often aligned with establishing PMA cross agency priority goals:
### Table 3. Major Steps in Priority Goals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 4, 2021</td>
<td>Agencies submit to OMB for review draft impact statements for FYs 2022-2023 APGs (see 250.13).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September, 2021</td>
<td>Agencies submit to OMB draft impact and achievement statements for FYs 2022-2023 APGs (see 250.13).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November, 2021</td>
<td>OMB provides feedback to agencies on finalizing FYs 2022-2023 APG goal statements as part of the FY 2023 budget process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 14, 2022</td>
<td>Final draft FYs 2022-2023 goal statements begin final OMB clearance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February, 2022</td>
<td>FYs 2022-2023 goal statements are published on Performance.gov.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 18, 2022</td>
<td>Agencies submit full initial draft FY 2022 Q1 Quarterly Performance Update (aligned to FY 2023 APP) for FYs 2022-2023 APGs for OMB review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 18, 2022</td>
<td>Agencies submit final draft FY 2022 Q1 Quarterly Performance Update for FYs 2022-2023 APGs for OMB review.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 7, 2022</td>
<td>Publish FY 2022 Q1 Quarterly Performance Update for FYs 2022-2023 APGs and CAP Goals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
President’s Management Council

The President’s Management Council (PMC) is perhaps the most important way the DDM has to organize and lead government-wide management improvement efforts. The PMC consists of the “chief operating officers” (COOs) of the departments and major agencies. In most cases, this is the deputy secretary, or in the case of independent agencies, the administrator or deputy administrator.

The DDM chairs the PMC. While the DDM has from time to time delegated his/her duties or attendance with respect to other councils (such as to the Controller with regard to the CFO Council), the DDM does not delegate this meeting. This and the fact that the PMC members, like the DDM, are Level II Executives, suggests why this group, more than any of the others, commands as much of the DDM’s time and attention and has become one of his/her most important means of getting things done.

In addition, since real management is done in the agencies and only gets proper attention if the Secretary and Deputy care about these issues, the DDM sometimes early on, also seeks to work with White House Personnel to assist with the “vetting” of Deputy Secretaries (or chief operating officers), to find people with a management background -- particularly some experience at running a large organization.

Interagency Councils

OMB relies extensively on a number of other interagency councils to lead crosscutting efforts to further the Administration’s management agenda. These groups draw together operational, financial, procurement, integrity, labor-relations, data, and systems technology experts from across the Government. They establish government-wide goals in their areas of expertise, and marshal the resources within individual agencies to meet these goals. Four of these groups were created by statute: CFO Council, CIO Council, CHCO Council, and the Chief Data Officer Council. While much of our work is done through these councils, the actual work is done by and in the agencies. The number of inter-agency councils OMB chairs has increased in recent years to at least twelve.

Because of the importance of COO, CFO, CIO and IG positions to the success of the Administration’s management efforts, some previous DDMs have worked with White House Personnel to help recruit and/or “vet” candidates for these positions.

5. Program Associate Directors

OMB splits budget-related work among five “resource management offices” or RMOs [for more on RMOs, see section 8] organized by policy/program area. While the five RMO portfolios may change slightly from time to time, they are generally organized as follows:

- National Security – the Departments of Defense, State, Veterans Affairs and the Intelligence Community.
- Health – Medicare, Medicaid, NIH, FDA, and public health programs.
- Natural Resources – agriculture, energy, federal lands, pollution control, and most science non-health-related programs such as NASA and the National Science Foundation.
• **General Government** – all remaining federal programs, predominated by transportation, housing, homeland security, criminal justice and commerce programs.

Each RMO is headed by a politically appointed “program associate director,” routinely called the PAD (“pads”). While there are also PADs that head other parts of OMB (such as communications, performance management, and economic policy) these five PADs directly manage the budget.

**Hail to the Chief (and the OMB Director)**

The mission of the US Marine Corps is to “Project power ashore.” One could say the central job of a PAD is to “Project the President’s policies into the agencies,” especially as it pertains to the budget. Since the Bureau of the Budget moved from the Treasury Department to the Executive Office of the President in 1939, the budget office has evolved to be an important policy arm for the President and a government-wide enforcer of White House policies and priorities. Other agencies in the Executive Branch may become unruly, co-opted by Congress, or simply lose their way, but OMB, part of the White House campus, is often asked to bring them into line, and keep them in line, with what the Chief Executive wants. This means the PAD must be extremely well versed in the President’s policies, priorities and promises, particularly as they are transmitted through the PAD’s boss, the Director of OMB.

**POTUS and the PAD**

A PAD’s priorities, and, thus, the skills/experience of a desirable PAD, differ depending on how the President uses OMB. Some Presidents, such as Ronald Reagan, use OMB as a very active tool to control and implement changes in agencies through the budget and other means. For instance, under President Ronald Reagan OMB’s review of agency regulations was greatly strengthened and OMB was given significant leeway to shape and reduce agency budgets. Under David Stockman in one instance, the Director of OMB required agency heads and their budget officers to come to OMB for budget reviews where OMB personnel would question them, sometimes with the specific purpose of “driving a wedge” between the President’s cabinet officer and the “career bureaucrats”.

On the other hand, a President may rely on White House staff or cabinet heads and their staff for policy formulation and implementation and rely on OMB more as a source of facts, figures, and surrogates to support messaging that can be used to advocate for the President’s policies.

An OMB that focuses on policy making may need more academically qualified PADs. One that focuses on execution may require PADs who have agency experience. Regardless, as a political appointee in the Executive Office of the President, it is important that every PAD be extremely well-versed in the President’s agenda and the budget process since, in the end, it is getting the President’s agenda accomplished and funded that is at the heart of the PAD’s mission.

Given this requirement it is not surprising that some PADs are chosen from the President’s policy campaign staff or transition team, and are therefore quite familiar with the President’s priorities, policies and promises. Other PADs have been drawn from the ranks of senior congressional staff or senior agency staff. Regardless of their previous experience, new PADs

---

benefit if they are already familiar with the federal budget process. It is extremely helpful if a new PAD is already familiar with at least part of the relevant RMO's portfolio of agencies and issues.

It is rare, and not necessary, for a PAD to have a personal relationship with the President. Far more important to the status and effectiveness of OMB is the relationship between the President and the OMB Director. The PADs receive most of their direction from the Director, and the extent to which the Director is on the same wavelength as the President allows a PAD to be confident as to the extent to which the President will back up OMB's position or view should it come in conflict with another agency.

*The PAD Runs the Longest Sprint*

At the summer Olympics, there are over 40 track and field events, yet many consider the 800 meter run the most difficult. It is neither short enough to be a “dash” nor quite long enough to allow runners to pace themselves and have a “kick” at the end. It is one long sprint. There are over 1,000 political positions in the federal government, yet the position of OMB PAD may well be the 800 meter run of appointments in the Executive Branch – it may be the longest sprint.

The tempo of a PAD’s work never lets up. As other chapters explain, OMB is a funnel. Almost every Executive Branch proposal or document of any import must be reviewed by OMB before it is released. This obviously includes budget and regulatory proposals, but also testimony, correspondence, Executive Orders, statements of Administration positions on legislation, and more. Just like a flow of water speeds up as it exits the narrow opening of a fire hose nozzle, this massive and constant flow of work must move quickly through the agency for approval or modification to assure it comports with the President’s policies. Since very few of these decisions can, or should, go the Director or Deputy Director of OMB for a political decision, the PAD needs to both keep up with the stream of material while making sure its content adheres to the President’s views and priorities. While the RMOs focus on budget matters this necessarily causes them, and their PADs, to be involved in the review of policies that may be primarily led by other OMB offices, such as review of draft regulations or management initiatives. This forces a successful PAD to run flat out all the time.

*Despite the Fast Pace, the PAD Can’t Pass the Baton*

Despite the fast pace, the PAD must go the distance. Political appointees with a lot of decision-making authority, including Cabinet members, their deputies, and many sub-Cabinet officials, typically receive a great deal of support including significant staff (lower level appointees and hundreds of civil servants) and other resources (e.g., consultants and external support from program beneficiaries), allowing them to delegate political decisions and/or significant work to others. Also, their issues tend to be limited to the purview of their agency or office such as Medicaid, Section 8 housing, or renewable energy. And while one or two of their issues, may be “hot” at any one time, receiving presidential and/or media attention, most decisions they must make are not urgent and are important to a limited community. In short, they can pace themselves.

The PAD does not have this luxury. As the lowest level political appointee at OMB, a PAD cannot delegate political decisions – there is no handing the baton to someone else. Further, the multiplicity of decisions a PAD faces are arguably more difficult than the typical appointee at another agency. The issues can be broad, cutting across multiple agencies. For instance, the PAD for “General Government” must deal with a swath of programs regarding everything from transportation to homelessness. Also, unlike most agency appointees, the PAD, as a natural
outgrowth of sitting within a couple hundred yards of the President, spends a disproportionate amount of time on issues that are “hot” either because they are a priority to the White House, the media, or both. The pace and length of the race may be why the typical PAD’s tenure is shorter than that of the average political appointee.\(^7\)

**Oh the Things You Can Do!**

If the PAD’s position sounds lamentable, it comes with one tremendous opportunity and one marvelous asset. The opportunity is that PADs have substantial power compared to many other appointees. The breadth of their purview, their influence on federal spending, and their proximity to the White House can all be used to effect real change. Especially if used wisely and in concert, with these assets a PAD can leave a lasting mark not just on a program or agency but across an entire issue area. A PAD is one of very few positions that can reach across multiple agencies and access many levers to change policies.

**Behind Every Good PAD There is a Great DAD… or Two.**

Before a PAD can start changing the world they need to survive the race they are in. There is only one way to do that and that is by relying on the OMB civil service staff -- the staff of the RMO. An RMO has between 30 and 60 civil servants. Most RMOs are split into two divisions, each led by a Deputy Associate Director or DAD [See section 8.]. Each DAD reports to a PAD.

This does not mean PADs can turn the job over to their DADs. As noted above, the PAD is the lowest level political appointee and is responsible for translating the President’s policies and priorities into practical decisions. It does mean providing clear and consistent direction to staff and trusting them to implement it. It also means the PAD listens to the staff when they bring issues up the chain and explains why, or why not, their advice is, or is not, being followed. Like any other political appointee, a good PAD does not become “captured” by their staff’s views and priorities but needs to develop mutual respect and trust with their employees. Especially their DADs.

**Sing ‘Kumbaya’.**

The successful PAD not only relies on professional staff but learns quickly the importance of developing personal relationships, especially with other political appointees. To fulfill their role, the PAD must develop strong ties to other members of the President’s team and make sure they are on the same page as the White House. Other than working with the Director and other OMB officials, the PAD should quickly develop personal relationships with other key White House officials relevant to their area (e.g., Domestic Policy Council or National Security Council) and Deputy Secretaries and other high-ranking political appointees at the Departments in their area. A big part of the PAD’s job is identifying problems but then also resolving them. A PAD does not want the first (or only) time they talk to other members of the President’s team to be a disagreement.

6. DEVELOPING THE PRESIDENT’S BUDGET

Budget preparation is a busy, deadline-driven activity, with many levels of review, enormous demands for data, and a compelling need to resolve intra- and inter-agency conflicts.

— Allen Schick, University of Maryland, in 2007, pp. 84-117

The President’s Budget consists of several volumes that set forth the President’s financial proposals with recommended priorities for allocating resources. The main Budget volume contains the President’s Budget message and other broad statements of policy. The Appendix contains detailed information by agency, bureau, or program group, including budget accounts, programs and activities, and proposed appropriations amounts and language for each account. Other volumes, such as Analytical Perspectives and Historical Tables, provide technical perspectives on the budget. The information contained in the President’s Budget is based on information submitted by agencies and revised in the executive’s annual budget process to reflect the President’s priorities.

The Budget and Accounting Act requires the President to formally transmit proposals for allocating resources, the President’s Budget, to Congress by the first Monday in February, although there are no sanctions imposed if the budget is not submitted by that date. The Budget focuses primarily on the budget year—the upcoming fiscal year for which the Congress needs to make appropriations. However, it includes data for the most recently completed year, the current year, and nine years following the budget year (outyears) in order to reflect the effect of budget decisions over the longer term. In addition to proposed appropriations for the budget year, the budget may include proposed changes to appropriations for the current year (supplementals and rescissions), and legislative proposals that would affect mandatory spending and revenues over any time period.

The budget provides data for the following:

- The amount by account that each agency may obligate the Government to pay (budget authority) and estimates of the payments (outlays) that result from these obligations by agency and account;
- The amount of receipts each agency collects from various sources;
- And, thus, the resulting surpluses (when receipts exceed outlays) or deficits (when outlays exceed receipts), which in turn affects the level of the national debt.

The Budget covers the agencies of all three branches of Government—Executive, Legislative, and Judicial. By longstanding practice, the budget documents present information about the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System but do not include amounts for the Board in budget totals because of the independent status of the System.

8 The term “budget” can mean other things in other contexts. It often refers to the full receipt and outlay proposals rather than the volumes in which these amounts are published. Some refer collectively to the budget resolution and revenue and spending bills that the Congress passes as the “congressional budget.” Ultimately, Congress and the President enact many laws that control the Government’s receipts and spending, which sometimes is referred to collectively as the budget, as in “enacting the budget.”

9 A chapter in the Analytical Perspectives volume of the President’s Budget also reviews the longer-term (75 years) budget outlook, both under a continuation of current policies and under the policies proposed in the Budget.
Annual Development of the President’s Budget

This is an average budget year – worse than last year and better than next year.

– Anonymous

The budget process occurs in three main phases:

- **Formulation.** During this phase, which starts about a year and a half before the fiscal begins and ends the following February, the Executive Branch prepares the President’s Budget.

- **Congressional.** This phase starts in late January when the Congressional Budget Office submits its baseline (that is, assuming no policy changes in the future) to the Congress.\(^{10}\)

- **Execution.** After Congress appropriates funds, OMB RMOs apportion those funds; that is, specify the amounts of spending authority that an agency may use by time period, program, project, or activity so that agencies obligate the funds consistent with the amounts and purposes specified in law.

Major Steps in Formulating the President’s Budget

The following highlights major milestones during the formulation phase of the budget process in a ‘normal’ year.

- **Spring:** The OMB Director issues a letter to the head of each agency providing policy guidance for the agency’s budget request.

- **Spring/Summer:** Agencies analyze budget issues and options.

- **July:** OMB issues Circular No. A–11 to all Federal agencies. This Circular provides detailed instructions for submitting budget data and materials.

- **Early September:** Agencies submit their budget requests to OMB.

- **October 1:** Fiscal year begins. (Once final appropriations are made by Congress, agencies often update their budget requests for the upcoming budget year.)

- **October–November:** OMB reviews agency budget proposals in light of Presidential priorities, program performance, and budget constraints.

- **November:** The OMB Director recommends a complete set of budget proposals to the President after OMB has reviewed all agency requests and considered overall budget policies.

- **Late November:** In a process called “Passback”, OMB informs Executive Branch agencies about OMB’s decisions on their budget requests. An agency head may ask OMB to reverse or modify certain decisions. In most cases, OMB and agency heads resolve such issues and, if not, work together to present them to the President for a decision.

- **December:** Any final appeals on OMB’s passback are submitted to and decided on by the President.

- **First Monday in February:** OMB transmits the President’s Budget to the Congress.

---

\(^{10}\)Congress does not necessarily vote on the President’s Budget itself. It considers the President’s Budget proposals, often passes its own overall revenue and spending plan and guidance to committees in the form of a concurrent ‘budget resolution’, and enacts regular appropriations acts and other laws that determine spending and receipts, consistent with the budget resolution if one has been adopted.
The White House staff had lots of issues that they threw on the table from the very beginning. I mean, the -- we had things that [President Clinton] had said in his campaign, before he was President. And proposals he had made. And we were trying to cost those out and fit them into a larger whole, and . . . sometimes push back . . . that kept happening. The volume was probably greatest at the very beginning. But there was no shortage of new ideas in the Clinton Administration. There was a shortage of money, because we were also trying to reduce the deficit and get the budget back to balance. We never really thought we were going to get to surplus, but we did.

– Alice Rivlin, former CBO and OMB director, interviewed in 2015

As the keeper of the numbers, OMB is charged with making sure that the Budget’s proposed aggregate levels of spending and revenues, and the resulting levels of deficits/surpluses and debt, advance and are consistent with the President’s priorities. But perhaps even more important is OMB’s responsibility to track all the many budget requests and decisions against the legislative constraints imposed by caps on discretionary spending and the Pay-As-You-Go (PAYGO) rules that apply to mandatory spending and revenues. OMB is also responsible during the process of preparing the President’s Budget to make sure that cross-cutting issues, involving multiple agencies and/or programs, are fully analyzed and discussed. The same also applies to credit, personnel, management, and regulatory issues.

**Formulating the Budget in a Presidential Transition Year**

Among the first tasks of a newly elected President is to begin thinking about the budget. Here is Alice Rivlin’s account of these conversations during the Clinton transition:

Bob Rubin in his capacity as chair of the National Economic Council . . . was trying to pull it all together for the newly elected President. And that started even before the inauguration. We had meetings in Little Rock in which we were sitting around the dining room table in the governor’s mansion talking about what is the goal? What budget goal do we have? And how do we fit all this in? And we had a big argument about whether the goal should be to cut the budget deficit in half in four years. And if so, what did that mean? Did that mean in dollar terms, or is it percentage GDP? As a percent of GDP, it was a less ambitious goal…. And so we argued back and forth on that. And the hawks won. I was one of the hawks. We decided to cut [the deficit] in half in dollar terms. Actually, we did much better than that.

– Alice Rivlin, interviewed in 2015

In the event of a change of Administration, a President sworn in on January 20th does not have sufficient time to develop a fully detailed budget for the coming year prior to the first Monday in February, the date by which the law requires the Budget to be submitted. In each of the past three transitions, the new President transmitted a policy document near the end of February, followed by a complete budget several weeks later:

- April 19, 2001 - Submitted the full 2002 President’s Budget.
- February 26, 2009 - Submitted *A New Era of Responsibility: Renewing America’s Promise* to Congress, a 134-page document.
- May 11, 2009 - Submitted the full 2010 President’s Budget.
- May 23, 2017 – Submitted the full 2018 President’s Budget
The more recent incoming administrations each designated experienced budget professionals to work on the transition together with OMB's career staff. As soon as the incoming budget director was identified, that person became active in the process of developing the budget strategy for the new administration. (In 2000, appointment of Director Mitch Daniels was delayed by the election issue in Florida.) The Obama Administration’s naming of Peter Orszag to head OMB occurred shortly after the election, facilitating his input into formulation of the 2009 Budget and final negotiation of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (the February 2009 economic stimulus legislation.) But in both instances, the incoming administration appointees were not in place in many agencies for some weeks, adding to the difficulty of developing a budget proposal for the new administration.

On April 29, 2016, OMB sent a memorandum (M-16-10) to all executive agencies outlining the Administration’s plans for the development of budget data and other materials necessary for the FY 2018 budget process, in order to support a smooth transition to the next administration. That memo indicated that agencies were not required to submit a formal budget request to OMB in September, and that there would be no formal Director’s Review or Passback processes in the fall. It nevertheless asked agencies to proceed with their normal internal review procedures “to prepare information to help the next administration to identify information needed to develop program-level current services estimates.” It also asked agencies to work with their OMB counterparts to identify key program and budget issues that may require attention by the incoming administration. You can find the 2016 memo (M-16-10) in the Appendix by clicking here: Appendices

7. **OMB and National Security**

The reality is, the United States has global interests. Our defense budget is about the same as the defense budgets or military budgets of every other country in the world put together.

> – Robert Gates, former Defense Secretary

If we can’t find it in the defense budget we’re not looking carefully enough.

> – Jon Huntsman, Jr., former Ambassador to China and Governor of Utah

Only those who are ideologically opposed to military programs think of the defense budget as the first and best place to get resources for social welfare needs.

> – Herman Kahn

The national security budget process differs from the budget development process for domestic agencies. The typical definition of national security funding in the budget includes those departments or agencies funded under budget function 050, which covers the Department of Defense (DOD), the National Nuclear Security Administration in the Department of Energy (DOE), as well as the Intelligence Community. Typically, at least 95 percent of national defense 050 budget resources, however, go to DOD, although that is a policy call made each year through the budget and appropriations process. A broader notion of national security would also include some programs funded outside of the 050 defense budget function. These include veterans' affairs programs in the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and homeland security activities

---

11 This section draws from Chapter 3, “The Office of Management and Budget: The President’s Policy Tool” chapter 3 in Gordon Adams, Rodney Bent, and Kathleen Peroff (2017).
administered by the Department of Homeland Security, both of which are funded under the domestic discretionary side of the budget.

**Long-term Budget Planning**

A key difference between the DOD budget and almost all other agencies is that DOD develops a resource and program plan for five years, referred to as the Future Years Defense Plan (FYDP). The strategic underpinning of the FYDP used to be the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) that laid out the strategy and priorities for the department. During the Trump Administration, the QDR was replaced by the National Defense Strategy (NDS). Unlike the QDR, the NDS is classified (except for a summary made available by DOD). The main security problem identified in the 2018 NDS was the erosion of the competitive military advantage the U.S. has with China and Russia. Reversing this erosion has guided DOD’s budget proposals over the last several years of the Trump Administration.

The FYDP displays total DOD resources, forces, and equipment associated with all DOD programs and is intended to be aligned at least generally with the QDR. The FYDP is the detailed blueprint showing the nexus of budget, program, and policy with 3,600 lines of data that are referred to as program elements. The second year of a FYDP, prepared as part of a budget request in a given year, becomes the starting point for the following year’s budget. DOD relies on a centralized and in-depth budget and program review process, the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution System, created in 1961 by Secretary Robert McNamara, to allocate resource requests and plans across requirements and to adjust the current FYDP. The annual budget and program review examines performance and cost issues for many programs and policy areas. These issues arise through a bottom-up process that depends on data analysis and much discussion at various levels in DOD. Some budget observers have argued that other federal agencies might benefit from adopting DOD’s budget process and outyear budget planning, or at least key aspects of them, to improve the quality of their own budget decision-making. At a minimum, it seems worth conducting an evaluation of the pros and cons and adaptability to other agencies decision-making contexts.

Both congressional authorizers and appropriators value the FYDP for the policy, programmatic, and budget direction it specially lays out. At the same time, it would be fair to say that Defense appropriators do not pay much attention to outyear figures. They focus primarily on the budget year. One of the more recent issues stirring debate between the Trump Administration and Congress is whether the FYDP should remain unclassified as it has been. Those in favor of classification argue that the numbers over the long term reveal too much about our nation’s security plans to our enemies. This debate reveals a classic tradeoff between budget transparency and national security.

**A Different Budget Process -- the Joint Review**

Interaction between OMB and DOD during the development of the President’s budget for the Department of Defense (DOD) differs significantly from that for international affairs or other domestic agencies. This special relationship goes back to the creation of DOD in 1947. Historically, DOD has not submitted a complete budget request to OMB in the early fall (usually September), unlike other agencies. While the nature of the budgetary relationship between OMB and DOD has varied over time, since the 1970s OMB staff have been integrated earlier and more deeply into the internal budget process at DOD, more so than with virtually any other federal
agency. OMB’s National Security staff have in-depth knowledge of defense and intelligence programs, either through prior work experience in the military or as DOD civilians, or through years serving as national security analysts in OMB or other federal oversight agencies.

In the first stage of defense budget development, OMB provides fiscal guidance for the overall defense budget amount, in the framework of its broader fiscal guidance to agencies. This guidance can be lower, the same, or higher than what the department had projected in its most recent FYDP. For example, in the early 2000s, the Bush administration wanted to add significant resources to DOD. The size of the increase was discussed early on among key White House policy officials and then communicated to DOD to help the department frame their base budget request. After the attacks of September 11th, 2001, the White House, National Security Council (NSC), and OMB agreed to additional increases, which were requested as a “supplemental” for what was then called the Global War on Terrorism. The Trump Administration has also added significant funding to defense with funds more broadly focused on military readiness and modernization of capabilities across the spectrum.

OMB’s budgetary guidance may be given in writing or sometimes orally to DOD, given possible concern about leaks. To ensure that DOD’s internal budget planning guidance to the military services is consistent with the overall White House/OMB budget frameworks, OMB reviews DOD’s internal planning guidance to the military services.

The next stage is sometimes referred to as the “joint review” of the DOD budget, which is unique to the OMB/DOD process, although the extent of the “jointness” can vary overtime depending on different Administrations and leadership styles within OMB or DOD. OMB does not conduct such a joint review with any other department. This “joint review” generally starts in the summer, as issue groups begin to discuss major budget questions both within and across the services and lay out decision priorities for the Secretary. OMB examiners usually participate in these issue teams at DOD, learning about service plans and making sure that issues of interest to the White House are addressed. They raise questions when proposed policy options are not consistent with OMB’s budget scorekeeping rules or White House policy and management guidance.

In the fall, the Comptroller of the Defense Department and OMB staff hold joint hearings with the military departments and work on DOD Program Budget Decision drafts that go to the Deputy Secretary or Secretary for a final decision inside DOD. At the same time, OMB also holds an internal director’s review on the defense budget, which leads to the “pass back” letter around Thanksgiving containing policy, budget, and management guidance. This letter comes just as final budget decisions are being made in the department. Because of the joint review, OMB positions on many policy/programmatic issues would already be known at this point, but they would be re-affirmed officially in the pass back. The pass back also reaffirms overall DOD discretionary topline fiscal guidance. In some years, this amount has been changed, although significant topline changes at this point are not the norm and DOD complains loudly that when they occur they disrupt the department’s internal budget processes.

Overseas Contingency Operations Spending Outside the Budget Control Act Caps

Beginning in 2001, the defense budget has had two significant components: the “base” defense budget and the Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO) budget. Other agencies, such as the Intelligence Community, State, and Homeland Security have also had OCO budgets in many of these years on a much smaller scale. The DOD OCO request has been intended primarily
to cover “temporary and extraordinary” incremental costs associated with military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan. The discretionary funding caps in the Budget Control Act do not apply to the OCO budget. The OCO budget has served to some extent as a relief valve reducing pressure for tradeoffs within the base budget, which is constrained by the BCA given budgetary caps. OMB and DOD negotiated criteria for deciding what might be funded in the OCO budget and what belongs in the base budget, although exceptions to these criteria have been granted. Reaching an agreement each year on both the size of the OCO request and what is funded within it has involved considerable interaction between OMB and DOD since 2001. OMB staff have sought to prevent OCO from becoming, in effect, “free money” for uses that should otherwise be funded in the base budget, but, over time, such efforts have met with less success.

OCO has, over the years, become an indefinite, flexible funding source for ongoing and emerging global military operations. Clearly, this class of spending is in no way a temporary or a one-time emergency in nature since it has been in continuous existence since 2001. In fact, about 85 percent of OCO funding requested by DoD for 2020 and 2021 supports base-budget and other enduring activities, such as military missions that are currently part of the United States’ long-term global presence).

**Classified Part of DOD Budget**

The national intelligence program (NIP) budget is implemented and funded across 17 agencies and organizations of what is called the “intelligence community” (IC). Most of the IC budget is requested and appropriated within DOD’s budget and is classified. The development of this interagency budget also involves a “joint review” process whereby OMB examiners participate in internal discussions of the various intelligence agencies early on. Since 2001, as with the DOD budget, the intelligence community has had both annual base budget and OCO requests. This is not surprising given the IC’s significant role in Iraq, Afghanistan, and other anti-terrorism activities.

OMB sends guidance usually in the early fall to both DOD and the ODNI on what their funding shares are within that part of the 050 budget that covers the Department of Defense (where much of the intelligence budget is funded). IC funding for most of the intelligence agencies must fit within the overall BCA budget cap for Function 050, which could mean “trade offs” between intelligence programs and DOD’s military activities and programs. This guidance helps prevent confusion or conflict later on as DOD and the ODNI develop their respective budgets. Most of OMB’s role in the IC budget process is not public. OMB’s role is significant, however, in part because such programs do not get as much oversight as other programs due to their classification.

**Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA) -- National Security Spending Outside of DOD**

NNSA is a quasi-independent and important entity within the Department of Energy (DOE) with closes ties to DOD and its nuclear missions. It is primarily responsible for the safety, security, and reliability of the nation’s nuclear deterrent. It also has important missions in preventing nuclear proliferation; designing and developing nuclear propulsion plants for the U.S. Navy; and securing the nation against nuclear terrorism and responding to radiological/nuclear emergencies.
Because funding for NNSA is part of the “national defense” budget function (050), it must fit under the BCA caps for the defense budget, which can force tradeoffs between DOD and NNSA budget requests. One of the more contentious issues of the last few years has been finding resources to modernize NNSA’s nuclear weapons enterprise, to ensure the reliability of the nuclear stockpile. This will continue to be a budget concern.

**Other Related National Security Spending Outside Budget Function 050**

Two large departments with national security responsibilities are outside the defense budget cap: the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). VA administers a health care system and benefits for military veterans including disability payments, education assistance, housing loan guarantees, health services, and support (jointly with the Department of Housing and Urban Development) for homeless veterans. While funding for these programs is in budget function 700 (Veterans Benefits and Services) and is not part of the 050 budget function, resources committed to veterans’ program have increased very significantly. The VA budget process is similar to that for domestic agencies. Fifty-five percent of total resources requested in the 2021 President’s request for VA are mandatory and not subject to congressional appropriations since any eligible veteran receives those benefits by law. Mandatory spending funds benefits such as veterans’ disability compensation and educational assistance.

Homeland security budgeting also falls outside of the 050 budget function and has its own complexities. For example, spending on the border wall between the U.S. and Mexico falls outside the 050 budget function, but recently the Trump Administration has proposed decreases in defense 050 budget accounts to pay for additional wall construction activities. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) does not have responsibility for all homeland security-related funding. Other agencies such as DOD and Health and Human Services carry out a number of homeland security programs and activities. At the same time, nearly a quarter of the DHS budget is committed to programs that are not pure homeland security activities, such as Coast Guard rescue-at-sea responsibilities. OMB plays a key role in integrating homeland security budgets because it is the only institution in the executive branch able to pull all the elements together.

**OMB and the National Security Council**

The National Security Council (NSC) is the principal White House institution that advises on and coordinates national security strategy, working through the interagency process, and responding as needed to national security crises. The NSC staff does not have a formal role in the OMB budget process, nor does it typically have expertise in resource planning. Most NSC staff are non-permanent representatives on loan from DOD, State, Homeland Security, and the Intelligence Community where they usually have policy or program-focused positions and little budget background. Nevertheless, most decisions made in the NSC framework have resource implications, making regular OMB-NSC interaction necessary.

NSC views and interagency discussions in the NSC framework can have important implications for the contents of the President’s budget. In return, budget decisions made in the OMB process can facilitate or limit NSC and interagency policy options. NSC views on program priorities can sometimes differ from the programs and funding levels requested by national security agencies and departments. OMB, working with both the departments and NSC staff, often help resolve the conflicts among these competing priorities.
The OMB-NSC relationship is critical to successfully planning the president’s policy priorities and brokering conflict among agencies. In recent years, OMB has been represented at NSC-coordinated interagency meetings on a wide variety of security issues. OMB is at the table when key security policy decisions are being discussed and decided and can raise issues of cost and make sure that agency budgets reflect resource implications of these decisions. When the two organizations work in tandem, the White House can exercise considerable influence on national security. When they do not, budget decisions may not reflect presidential priorities, or they may actually frustrate their achievement.

**Congressional Players**

On the Hill the defense authorizers and defense appropriators are both key legislative actors and generally pass bills that are pretty closely aligned with each other. Each year the Administration submits to Congress a Defense authorization bill that proposes changes to how defense and intelligence programs are to be implemented. In contrast to authorizations for many domestic agencies, the Senate and House Armed Services Committees have for many years succeeded in getting their authorization bills passed and having the President sign them into law.
PART TWO: MAJOR OFFICES AND THEIR FUNCTIONS

8. OMB RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OFFICES (RMOs)

OMB’s Resource Management Offices or RMOs include nearly half of OMB’s staff. They constitute the core of OMB’s program analysis expertise. Once known as OMB's Budget Divisions, they were reconstituted as RMOs in 1994 as part of an OMB internal reorganization known as ‘OMB 2000.’ A number of staff then were reassigned from various ‘management side’ offices to the former budget branches to augment their work, defining a broader cross-government budget, management and performance improvement role for the RMOs. The RMOs are currently organized as shown below, with agency responsibilities roughly paralleling the Executive Branch’s organization:

- **Natural Resource Programs RMO**
  - Energy, Science and Water Division
  - Natural Resources Division
- **Education, Income Maintenance and Labor Programs RMO**
  - Education, Income Maintenance and Labor Division
- **Health Programs RMO**
  - Health Division
- **General Government Programs RMO**
  - Transportation, Homeland, Justice and Services Division
  - Housing, Treasury and Commerce Division
- **National Security Programs RMO**
  - International Affairs Division
  - National Security Division

Each of these RMOs is led by a political appointee, the Program Associate Director or PAD (See section 4.) not subject to Senate confirmation. As displayed above, three of the program areas include two Divisions and two program areas have one Division. The Divisions are headed by career SES civil servants, the Deputy Associate Directors – almost always called ‘DADs’. Each Division is divided into two or more Branches. The Branch Chiefs are, like the DADs, SES civil servants; and Program Examiners serving in each Branch are also career civil servants.

In addition to the RMOs named above, the Office of Performance and Personnel Management (OPPM) – though organizationally on the management side reporting to the DDM — acts as the RMO for OPM and related agencies with personnel management responsibilities [See section 16.].

**The Role of RMOs**

The career staff of the RMOs are responsible for helping the President in many different ways. Their expertise and responsibilities span the work of the executive branch from shaping policy and resource decisions through oversight of implementation. In other words, the RMOs work encompasses budget, management, and much more. Often when there is an emergency or a management failure in one or more agencies, OMB staff – both because of their centrality and
their expertise – are asked to take on the task of quickly fashioning a response or helping to put things right.

The RMO staffs are an important source of institutional knowledge and memory. They are thus an especially valuable resource for newly arriving policy officials. They provide senior policy officials in OMB and the White House with immediate access to current and historical knowledge about: (1) Federal programs, policies and operations; (2) funding history and program effectiveness; and (3) near term challenges and unresolved issues. They understand the federal budget process in depth, including daily interactions with congressional staff and representatives of State and local governments, international organizations, and the private sector over legislation, regulations, and policy implementation. Their centrality in executive branch decision-making, the speed with which they must work for the White House, and a strong, enduring professional ethos shape their organizational culture.

Political appointees frequently face daunting challenges, some expected and others coming as surprises. Such challenges will include: understanding the basic organization and functioning of the Executive Branch including responsibility for all Federal Government domestic, defense and international operations. Within OMB, the RMO staffs are the people with the detailed program knowledge of the Cabinet departments and other Federal agencies, the policies and specific activities established by previous Administrations and how they support or differ from current priorities. These tasks would be monumental without the ability to tap the memory and deep knowledge base of OMB's RMO staffs.

Any Administration needs consistently timely and reliable advice and assistance in constructing the annual budget and developing other policies. OMB's political leadership may arrive with settled views or with rumors about the RMOs in particular or OMB in general. New PADs and other new OMB political leaders may improve their own effectiveness by moving past any preconceptions, expecting loyalty and competence on behalf of the RMOs and understanding that the RMOs are the Director's staff and no longer tied to any previous Administration apart from the program and policy knowledge that can be applied anew. The RMOs' wealth of knowledge can help avoid mistakes, missteps, policy pitfalls, and wasted time, especially early in an Administration that requires focus, long hours, organization ability, trust, knowledge and loyalty.

As career civil servants with a clear understanding of their roles, RMO staffers are prepared to change teams at the beginning of an Administration and thereafter. They will lead and/or assist with the transitions to new PADs or OMB Directors and Deputy Directors. Not every aspect of these transitions will be perfect, but the career Deputy Associate Directors, Branch Chiefs and their Program Examiners understand their roles and adapt quickly to help the new OMB political leaders assume effective management of OMB and set clear direction for the Executive branch.

**Perspectives on the RMOs**

The RMO staffs view their primary responsibility as being ready to prepare the analyses needed to advance each Administration’s policy priorities. Each RMO’s staffing and responsibilities reflects its own history, measured by the backgrounds of the staff recruited and trained over the years and the range of program areas, issues, and policies covered. The experience and program knowledge of the RMOs, especially at the program examiner level, may ebb and flow from time to time with normal staff departure and retention. In contrast, incoming OMB
political leadership will find that the DADs and Branch Chiefs will have served in OMB under multiple Administrations of different political parties.

The RMOs organizationally reflect the advantages of small unit organization, with corresponding ability to turn and respond quickly to new and/or unexpected circumstances and to produce knowledge-based staff work. The RMOs are the place within OMB and the Executive Branch where many processes come together in concurrent reviews, including for example review of regulations, agency testimony before the Congress, legislation and management improvements, or guiding agencies’ implementation of the President’s management agenda. RMOs will work with agency contacts and other OMB lead offices, such as the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs and the Legislative Reference Division, for the various cross-government functions required to ensure clarity and consistency for any new Administration’s policy goals.

Each fall during the annual budget season, the RMOs will work closely with agency counterparts throughout the Executive Branch in reviewing funding proposals along with legislative and regulatory policies to support the forthcoming President’s Budget. Requests often exceed the total funding levels that can be included in the Administration’s fiscal plan. RMO examiners apply their detailed program and performance knowledge on a line-by-line basis to reconcile with the Federal Departments and Agencies as many differences as possible in advance of reviews by OMB and White House policy officials.

RMOs work both during the annual budget development process and throughout the fiscal year in analyzing Administration funding priorities in conjunction with the White House policy councils, including the National Economic Council, Domestic Policy Council, and the National Security Council. RMO examiners bring program expertise into play in resolving funding and policy requests for activities ranging from biomedical research, transportation and national defense to Indian Health, Head Start, Medicare and Medicaid. Often this involves cross-cutting analyses of spending and tax provisions affecting a major policy goal. The budget review division [See section 9.] often assists RMOs’ analysis of these cross-cutting issues with data calls and integrated analysis of the numbers.

Beyond their role in helping to determine annual funding levels for all activities in the President’s Budget, RMOs have a continual role in supporting effective implementation of existing federal activities, reviewing appropriations actions and apportioning funds consistent with congressional and Administration priorities. The RMOs often lead negotiation of policy differences that appear in the clearance of draft legislation and agency budget testimony before the Congress, and during reviews of major draft regulations implementing changes, for example, for Medicare, the Food and Drug Administration or low-income housing policies. Past examples of the application of extensive RMO program knowledge helping to resolve funding and policy challenges occurred in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001, attack, implementation of the Medicare prescription drug benefit, responses to the Great Recession, and in 2020 the Federal government’s response to the COVID-19 Pandemic—RMO examiners work closely with OIRA desk officers in reviewing major draft regulations [see Section 10.]. They partner with staff of the

---

12 During the Trump Administration, questions were raised about the proper use of OMB’s apportionment authority. In an exceptional case, the apportionment responsibility for some accounts was taken from the RMO and assumed by the PAD. GAO found in January 2020 (GAO file B-331564, January 16) that OMB violated the law by using apportionment procedures to withhold security aid to Ukraine for policy reasons.
statutory offices to communicate and oversee implementation of government-wide policies on various management matters.

RMOs work effectively for the many different and sometimes similar political and policy perspectives reflected in successive Administrations. A former RMO member has occasionally asked “are we working for Democrats or Republicans” when policies of one Administration looked much like those of a previous Administration from a different political party. The RMOs will negotiate intensively and produce effective results for each Administration.

Physically, the RMOs’ career staff are located in the New Executive Office Building with the majority of the OMB staff. The PADS and other OMB political appointees have their offices in the Eisenhower Executive Office Building.

RMO Staff Backgrounds

Many RMO examiners will be new hires with Masters’ degrees and often come directly out of the nation’s public policy schools. Most possess public policy Master’s degrees (MPP and MPA) but others have earned MBAs, JDs, or other doctorates. Many examiners and most RMO senior career staff also will have previous experience as congressional staff, or as staff with State agencies, other federal agencies, the military, think tanks, or less often in the private sector. Some OMB staff arrive with specific program and policy knowledge, but most learn and certainly greatly expand such knowledge through their OMB experiences.

Examiners typically stay at OMB for a period of three to five years – but some stay much longer. Those that leave often seek greater responsibilities within OMB, at other Federal agencies, with Congress, local governments or the private sector. OMB’s regular staff has been augmented, especially during budget season, by detailers drawn from the agencies. Nevertheless, recruitment and retention remain constant challenges.

9. THE BUDGET REVIEW DIVISION, BUDGET SCOREKEEPING, AND THE MAX SYSTEMS

The Budget Review Division (BRD) plays a central role in developing and implementing the President’s Budget. BRD provides leadership and analytic support across the agency by analyzing trends in and the consequences of aggregate budget policy. It aggregates data provided by the RMOs, provides strategic and technical support for budget decision-making and negotiations, and monitors congressional action on appropriations and other spending legislation. In addition, BRD provides technical expertise in, and guidance on, budget concepts and execution.

BRD is headed by the Assistant Director for Budget Review, a civil servant who reports to the OMB Director. BRD has approximately 60 staff divided among four branches: Budget Review, Budget Concepts, Budget Analysis, and Budget Systems.

Budget Decision Support

BRD supports the OMB Director in developing budget policy, both for planning the President’s budget and to support negotiations with the Congress on alternative budget scenarios. It works with Economic Policy Division, the Treasury and the Council of Economic Policy to develop macro-economic assumptions. BRD then analyses the fiscal impact of alternative economic options, developing baseline or current services estimates, and long-range projections,
and pricing policy options. This analysis is used to develop top-down guidance for budget development by the agencies of government.

BRD works with the Director and the RMOs to organize the budget review and decision-making that produces the annual budget proposals of the President. BRD participates in the review to ensure that policies consistently apply budget concepts and that numbers reflect guidance or policy choice to modify guidance. Through the fall and into the winter, BRD tracks decisions made and their budget effects, showing the implications of decisions on budget totals.

**Budget Document Preparation**

BRD provides guidance and support to the RMOs and the agencies throughout the budget formulation process. The highly structured annual budget preparation process gives continuity and analytical structure to the work. BRD tells the participants how to prepare and submit materials required for OMB and Presidential review of agency requests and for formulation, including development and submission of performance budgets. Ultimately this information becomes the input for the detailed Budget Appendix and its related database.

BRD has the overall responsibility for preparation and publishing of the budget documents, recently four books plus a variety of supplementary tables published on the OMB website covering all aspects of government finance. BRD staff work with RMOs to ensure that the policy and estimates presented are consistent with Presidential policy and technically accurate to the maximum extent possible. BRD leads the development of the more technical budget materials including the Budget Appendix, the Historical Tables, the Analytical Perspectives, and Supplementary Materials. Its staff are the government’s leading experts on many aspects of public finance, including: Federal borrowing and debt, aid to State and local governments, Federal investment, user fees, tax expenditures, Federal credit programs, long-range projections and current services analyses. It drafts budget presentations on these topics.

**Budget Enforcement**

BRD, in conjunction with the RMO analysts, is responsible for producing the enforcement reports for OMB to implement top down budget agreements between the Congress and the President. It works with the Congressional Budget Office and Congressional scorekeeping experts to ensure that breaches in discretionary caps or PAYGO controls are recognized and to implement budget enforcement legislation.

The Statutory Pay-As-You-Go Act of 2010 enforced a rule of deficit neutrality on new revenue and mandatory spending legislation. The Act required that all new legislation changing taxes, fees, or mandatory expenditures, taken together, must not increase projected deficits. This requirement, which has been waived frequently for major legislation, can be enforced by the threat of automatic across-the-board cuts (sequestration) in selected mandatory programs in the event that legislation taken as a whole does not meet the PAYGO standard established by law. The PAYGO Act also established special scorecards and scorekeeping rules.

Under PAYGO, OMB must maintain both a scorecard that displays the costs or savings produced by legislation averaged over the first five years, and a second scorecard with the costs or savings averaged over the first 10 years. The costs or savings of every (non-appropriations) bill enacted is recorded on the scorecards. At the end of each session of Congress, OMB reports on the (averaged) costs and savings for the fiscal year that has just started, to determine whether
A sequestration is necessary. If the deficit has increased in either of the periods, the President is required to issue a sequester order implementing across the board cuts to non-exempt mandatory programs by an amount sufficient to offset those net costs. BRD is responsible for implementing sequester orders.

The Budget Control Act (BCA) of 2011, as amended, placed separate caps on defense and non-defense discretionary spending through 2021. OMB was required to report on the status of the caps and to determine if a sequestration was required to eliminate their breach. OMB adjusted the caps each year for changes in concepts and definitions to recognize appropriations exempt from controls: those for continuing disability reviews, health care fraud and abuse control, disaster relief, wildfire fighting, the decennial census, and appropriations designated by the Congress and the President for Overseas Contingency Operations / Global War on Terrorism. The 2011 Act also initiated an annual reduction of non-exempt mandatory spending, commonly called the Joint Committee sequestration, which was extended by subsequent legislation to 2029. The FY 2022 Budget will be the first one in a decade prepared with no prior statutory caps on spending.

**Appropriations / Direct Spending Tracking**

BRD tracks legislative action on each stage of the appropriations process and coordinates views of the RMOs on the pending appropriations. This includes attending congressional mark-ups, preparing letters to congressional leadership and Statements of Administration Policy, and maintaining an ongoing tracking of spending provided by these bills compared to the President’s budget and to the discretionary caps, and producing regular reports on the status of appropriations. BRD also analyzes legislation that changes revenues or direct spending, again working with RMO budget analysts, and maintains PAYGO scorecards itemizing the budgetary effects of enacted legislation.

**Executive Branch Guidance**

BRD is responsible for developing guidance and instructions and providing expert technical assistance on budget formulation and execution and on budget systems for the Executive Branch of government. It maintains and updates annually the OMB Circulars that provide guidance on preparing and implementing the budget, on user charges, and Federal Credit Programs and Non-Tax Receivables. These circulars provide guidance on sequestration, supplemental appropriations requests and budget amendments, deferrals and Presidential proposals to rescind or cancel funds, and investments. They provide instructions on budget execution, including guidance on the apportionment and reapportionment process, reports on budget execution and budgetary resources, and checklists for fund control regulations. BRD staff are the government’s experts on these policies and are the resources that OMB and agency staff call on for support.

**The MAX Systems and MAX.gov**

OMB’s Budget information systems, called “MAX”, provide a robust set of advanced tools necessary for producing the annual President’s Budget, overseeing agency execution of appropriations through apportionments and expenditure reporting, and performing a wide variety of data collection, tracking, modeling, analysis, presentation, reporting, and publishing activities to support decision-making and managing the government year-round.
Developed and maintained by BRD’s Budget Systems Branch (BSB), these state-of-the-art systems are designed to enable rapid interactions between OMB and Federal agencies. The systems also have unique capabilities for securely interacting with other Federal Branches, as well as with non-Federal partners (i.e. state, local, tribal, territorial, and non-governmental). They provide OMB and the White House with advanced capabilities for data collection, collaborative authoring/review, and the automated compilation and production of complex materials such as briefing books, questions for the record, Qs & As, formal reports, real-time business intelligence dashboards, and websites.

Examples of frequently used MAX tools include the following:

- **Federal agency staff use the MAX A-11 data entry system to construct the Budget Database consisting of hundreds of thousands of data values used to produce the President’s Budget, including proposed appropriations language and program descriptions for approximately 2000 budget accounts, together with detailed budget data and government-wide aggregations. Agencies with internal budget formulation systems can directly upload data. In both cases, the data is subjected to thousands of built-in data quality checks and data generation routines.**

- **Staffers in every agency and OMB use the MAX Apportionment System to prepare, submit, approved, and report on apportionments, which are legally required before agencies can obligate and expend budgetary resources.**

- **Staffers in every agency and OMB use MAX Collect to quickly respond to data calls from the Director and to easily repurpose data to avoid repetitious data collection.**

- **The MAX Historical Database maintains budget account level data series back to 1962 for outlays and to 1976 for budget authority, with receipt and outlay totals available in aggregate for earlier periods.**

- **Budget “what if” analyses and long-range budget projections are provided through a collection of integrated systems that model economic assumption, sensitivity, interest, outlays, receipts, and deficits.**

- **The MAX Federal Community provides a secure user-managed platform for sharing information with any MAX user. Even non-technical users can create, share, and perform real-time co-authoring of documents with full track changes.**

OMB and agency users also create and share both simple and sophisticated websites for their programs and activities. The platform also has integrated capabilities for interagency group calendaring, multi-stage document workflow, and document publishing.

These capabilities have significantly reduced the workload and turnaround time for interactions with the agencies. They have also provided OMB and White House offices with a resource to support special initiatives and respond to crises. For example, the systems have been broadly used for COVID-19 tracking, coordination and response, including as the authoritative repository for States’ and Territories’ stay-at-home orders and reopening plans with dynamic reporting, and geographical mapping. Other examples include government-wide sequestration and shutdowns, emergency funds tracking, President’s Management Agenda dashboards, and USTR trade negotiations.

**MAX.gov Government-wide Shared Services and the Budget Line of Business.** Through the Budget Officers Advisory Council, OMB and the agencies have partnered to establish the Budget Line of Business (Budget LoB) to enhance interagency communication, coordination, and sharing of capabilities. This initiative has transformed the MAX systems into
a government-wide shared service resource used by agencies for their own mission data collection, tracking, collaboration, information sharing, analytics, reporting, surveying, calendaring, secure authentication, and publication activities.

Usage of the MAX systems now extends significantly beyond its original budget, management, and policymaking scope to currently serve over 250,000 users (as of May 2020) from every government agency, performing thousands of data collections and collaborations. Using MAX services has enabled agency programs to stand up capabilities quickly -- in many cases within days -- and at significantly lower cost than other alternatives. In turn, funding from these activities has enabled the development of enhanced capabilities that directly benefit OMB and other White House offices, the agencies, and the government as a whole. Activities conducted within MAX are configured to comply with relevant statutory requirements.

In early 2020, OMB and GSA began a Discovery and Planning project to determine what it would take to move the shared services components of MAX from OMB to GSA. The initial Discovery Phase was completed in May 2020, and the Planning Phase is scheduled to run through September 2020.13

10. THE OFFICE OF INFORMATION & REGULATORY AFFAIRS (OIRA)

The Office of Information & Regulatory Affairs (OIRA, pronounced Oh-Eye-Ruh) Administrator (AKA the “Regulatory Tsar”) is the ultimate policy wonk. The Office reviews all manner of regulations from executive branch agencies in which the important decisions are often “down in the weeds;” there is no overall budget number or meaningful summary statistic that simplifies the task.

Little known outside the beltway, OIRA is an office of about 50 professional staff who oversee the regulatory, information collection, and statistical activities of federal executive branch agencies. It operates within the Office of Management and Budget and, for regulatory matters, provides a function similar to OMB’s oversight of department and agency fiscal budgets. Its role, like that of the RMOs, is to provide the President with a tool to check agencies’ natural proclivity to want more (whether it’s more budget resources or more regulatory authority). This institution of regulatory oversight is important but, unsurprisingly, not always appreciated by the agencies being overseen.

Although it is stretched thin, OIRA’s career staff has the expertise to penetrate the dense language of regulation and identify important policy issues. Unlike their counterparts on the budget side, however, OIRA staff are not working on an annual cycle. Each regulation is running on its own clock, and some of them have statutory or judicial deadlines that demand immediate attention. A presidential transition is a particularly active time, as a new administration reviews pending, not-quite-final, and recently issued regulatory decisions from the outgoing administration. The Congressional Review Act of 1996 (CRA) provides for expedited Congressional review and disapproval of recently finalized rules. Because these resolutions of disapproval require the president’s signature, they tend to stick only during a transition, when the

---

13 The target is to transition MAX.gov Shared Services to GSA in a manner that builds on their existing foundation of enhancing Agencies’ delivery of mission, allows for continual improvement to technology solutions and customer experience, and minimizes service disruption to OMB, the Budget Line of Business, and the partner agencies.
incoming president is willing to join congress in invalidating his predecessor’s rule. It is especially urgent for the new administration to engage with OIRA during the transition to understand the slate of regulations subject to reconsideration, either unilaterally (for those that are not final) or with cooperation from congress (for those subject to CRA disapproval).\textsuperscript{14}

One challenge is that, unlike the PADs, the OIRA administrator is a Senate-confirmed position, and confirmation often takes months. Typically, the nominee is someone with strong academic or professional credentials in economics and/or administrative law. This is important not only for effectively managing the OIRA staff and dealing with agency personnel; it also seems to help facilitate the Senate confirmation process. Indeed, former OIRA administrators from both parties (with the exception of judges, for ethical reasons), have historically been effective in helping to persuade the Senate to confirm well-qualified nominees.

The OIRA administrator, who reports to the OMB Director, is one of the most important government officials most people have never heard of. Regulation is one of the key tools for accomplishing policy goals and the administrator gets involved in a dizzying range of issues and works with senior appointees across the government.

\textit{Executive orders ensure continuity.}

Unlike most other EOP offices, OIRA has specific statutory responsibilities relating to paperwork and statistics. Its core function, however, is to review regulations. The office was created by the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 (PRA), but it was President Ronald Reagan’s Executive Order 12291 that first gave OIRA the mandate to analyze regulations. President Bill Clinton replaced E.O. 12291 with E.O. 12866 in 1993, but did not change the basic principles that guide regulatory review. However, under the Clinton E.O. OIRA review was limited to “significant” draft proposed and final regulations prior to publication. (OIRA ultimately determines what rules are “significant.”) This process remains in effect today, as Presidents Bush, Obama, and Trump have reinforced and expanded OIRA’s role (see Obama E.O. 13563 and Trump E.O. 13771).

OIRA ensures compliance with the relevant executive orders, which require, to the extent permitted by law, that regulations be based on adequate information concerning the need for and consequences of proposed government action, and that regulatory actions maximize net benefits to society. These orders provide the mechanism for the elected President to effectively manage the regulatory authority vested in the Executive Branch.

\textit{OIRA Procedures}

Under E.O. 12866, all executive branch agencies must submit significant proposed and final regulations (draft regulatory text along with preamble and supporting documents) to OIRA for interagency review before publication in the Federal Register. This review involves coordination with other agencies in the executive branch (including White House offices) and can last 90 days (and sometimes more, although on average reviews take around 60 days). OIRA also coordinates E.O. 13771, a regulatory budgeting process whereby agencies must identify two rules to eliminate

\textsuperscript{14} The George Washington University Regulatory Studies Center, provides a fact sheet and list of all CRA resolutions that have passed at least one house of Congress here: https://regulatorystudies.columbian.gwu.edu/congressional-review-act
for every new rule issued and offset the costs of new regulation through modification and rescission of existing rules.

Many of the roughly 500 OIRA regulatory reviews annually are handled by career staff without much input from the administrator, but some can be quite contentious and require the administrator to have an in-depth understanding of a regulation’s requirements and supporting analysis. In addition to mastering substantive details, the administrator must be adept at negotiating and finding consensus across conflicting offices and agencies within the executive branch while staying true to established principles and the President’s priorities.

The OIRA administrator’s job is largely inward facing, working with policy officials in executive agencies and the White House. While a regulation is under review, however, interested parties may request a meeting with OIRA and the issuing agency. These meetings with outside parties are subject to procedural and disclosure requirements. OIRA posts the meetings and a list of participants on its public website, invites the regulating agency to attend, and does not share information on the draft regulation with public attendees.

OIRA also coordinates retrospective review of regulations and oversees the implementation of government-wide policies in the areas of information, data, privacy, and statistical policy. (The head of OIRA’s Statistical & Science Policy Branch carries a statutory title of “Chief Statistician of the United States,” which is unique for an OMB career executive.) The Chief Statistician chairs the interagency council on statistical policy, consisting of the senior Statistical Officials at the 24 CFO Act agencies. OIRA co-chairs the Federal Data Strategy and sits on the interagency Chief Data Officers Council and Chief Information Officers Council. OIRA coordinates implementation of the Information Quality Act, several sections of the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA), and the Confidential Information and Statistical Efficiency Act (CIPSEA). OIRA is the lead for implementation of several sections of the Foundations for Evidence Based Policy Act of 2018, including establishment of a National Secure Data Service, and regulations for sharing and classifying cross-agency data for evidence building. OIRA has issued or co-issued multiple guidance memoranda to agencies about scientific and statistical information quality and cross-agency sharing and combining of administrative and statistical data, including agencies’ peer review and information dissemination practices. The Chief Statistician also issues Statistical Directives that set standards for statistical data quality, release of Principal Federal Economic Indicators, establishing Metropolitan Statistical Areas, classifications for collecting race and ethnicity data, and industry, product, and occupational codes. The Office is also active in international regulatory cooperation efforts with key trading partners and implementation of the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement and Fairness Act (SBREFA). The Chief Statistician heads the US delegation to the UN Statistical Commission and represents the US on statistical matters at the OECD.

OIRA also reviews and approves government collections of information from the public under the PRA. Any agency collection of information from ten or more people, as well as any policy that requires ten or more people to retain or disclose information, requires OIRA approval. OIRA reviews over 3000 agency collections a year, which involves significant staff time but only in rare cases presents a policy issue that requires the attention of the OIRA Administrator. The PRA also includes a significant number of provisions related to information technology policy, which are now carried out by the Office of E-Government and Information Technology [See section 13].
Best Job in Washington?

The value of an institution like OIRA lies in its cross-cutting perspective and its focus on understanding tradeoffs and consequences, intended and unintended. OIRA not only coordinates regulatory policy, minimizing conflict and duplication among agencies, but, as President Obama observed, it provides “a dispassionate and analytical ‘second opinion’ on agency actions.” OIRA’s clear mission – to understand the consequences of different regulatory options before they are put in effect – attracts very capable and principled people.

For someone with an analytical mind and a wonky interest in ensuring regulatory policy is efficiently targeted at compelling public needs, the job of OIRA administrator is by some accounts the best job in Washington.

For more on OIRA’s work, see published works listed in the References at the end of this document.

11. The Office of Federal Financial Management (OFFM)

Give us clean hearts, so that we may have clean agendas, clean priorities and programs and even clean financial statements.

– Pastor Kirbyjon Caldwell, Benediction at Inauguration of President George W. Bush, January 20, 2005

The Office of Federal Financial Management (OFFM) was created by the Chief Financial Officers Act (CFO) of 1990 and is now one of four major divisions on the “M” side of OMB. A good understanding of the role and responsibilities of OFFM begins with the circumstances that led to the passage of the CFO Act of 1990. In the late 1980s, the Government Accountability Office (GAO) issued a series of reports highlighting systemic weaknesses in financial management across the Federal government. The GAO reports painted a picture of Federal departments and agencies unable to adequately account for taxpayer funds, which meant the government was failing to provide appropriate transparency on government finances to the public and failing to take the necessary steps to safeguard taxpayer funds from fraud, error, and other forms of waste.

Passage of the CFO Act was a direct response to these GAO reports, and the solution identified in the Act was to adopt a private sector operating model for managing government finances. Specifically, the CFO Act required major Federal departments and agencies to appoint a Chief Financial Officer (CFO) and Deputy Chief Financial Officer (DCFO) and required agencies to institute the required systems and processes to produce a set of auditable financial statements (e.g., balance sheets, income statements) similar to those produced by publicly traded companies.

To help lead and coordinate the efforts of Federal CFOs and DCFOs on this new journey, the Act created OFFM along with two Presidentially appointed Senate-confirmed positions within OMB to lead the office. The Deputy Director for Management (DDM) would be the primary official responsible for leading the government’s financial management policies and larger management reform activities, while the Controller would serve under the DDM and lead the day-to-day operations of OFFM. The Act also created the CFO Council, overseen by the DDM and Controller, which includes the CFOs and Deputy CFOs of all major agencies and departments, along with several officials from the U.S. Department of Treasury. The CFO Council is OFFM’s primary mechanism for ensuring coordination of financial management policy and reform efforts across government.
At its core, OFFM’s responsibility is to drive better stewardship of taxpayer dollars through the establishment of financial management policies and strategic priorities for financial management improvement. In the early 1990s, these efforts centered heavily on ensuring all necessary steps were taken by agencies to stand up the right infrastructure to produce an audited set of traditional financial statements. Across time, OFFM’s responsibilities have expanded along three primary dimensions:

- Related disciplines within financial management, including policies and reforms to ensure higher performing financial systems (including the adoption of shared service solutions), accelerated timeframes for producing financial statements; establishing public dashboards to track agency efforts to obtain clean audit opinions; more robust programs for internal control reviews; and launching a new generation of financial reports focused on spend data (i.e. who gets Federal awards and contracts) in addition to the accrual and accounting information (i.e., the “what we own and owe”) that are the basis of the government’s traditional financial reports;
- Adjacent areas with an outcome/performance focus, including improved debt collection results, improper payments remediation, improved management of real estate; and
- Frontiers beyond core financial management, including grants management, government charge card management, shared services for mission support functions, Federal-state initiatives to reduce reporting and compliance burdens, special projects where agency CFO coordination was critical (e.g., tracking costs incurred by Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, implementation of American Recovery and Reinvestment Act and the 2020 legislation responding to COVID-19, and coordination of government-wide efforts to prepare for unusual budgetary events such as shutdown and sequester).

OFFM’s journey over the past 25 years reflects an ongoing evolution of the Federal CFO role from its origins as a chief compliance officer to an increasing focus on mitigating risk and optimizing financial performance.

Financial Reporting

While OFFM technically has responsibility to determine the form and content of the government’s financial statements, it is the Federal Accounting Standards Advisory Board (FASAB) that issues the primary guidance and requirements. The Deputy Controller of OFFM is a permanent voting member of FASAB along with a representative from Treasury, GAO, and the Congressional Budget Office. OFFM establishes a series of requirements related to the preparation and issuance of agency financial statements through OMB Circular A-136. The most notable changes to A-136 over the years were the requirement to produce statements on a quarterly basis and a requirement that year end statements be completed and published within 45 days of the end of the fiscal year. Prior to this requirement, agency financial statements were often published five to six months after year end.

OFFM also plays a supporting role in annual development of the U.S. Financial Report, which represents the aggregation of all agency and department financial statements. The Treasury Department shoulders most of the preparation burden. Embedded in the report is OFFM’s five-year plan for financial management, which is required by the CFO Act. There are two notable items included in the U.S. Financial Report:

- The government-wide net operating cost, which has sometimes been referred to as the “accrual” version of the annual budget deficit: The main difference between the two is that the net operating cost includes accrued costs such as veterans and post-employment
benefits while the budget deficit excludes such accruals and only includes cash expended and cash received during the prior year. From time to time, critics or observers have identified the net operating cost as the “true” deficit given it is more inclusive and forward-looking; and

- The statement of social insurance, which identifies the long-term impact of entitlement costs: While not legally incurred liabilities for balance sheet purposes, these costs are the subject of significant public debate given the long-term view showing an unsustainable fiscal path in the absence of reform.

The Bush Administration’s President’s Management Agenda placed specific emphasis on agency achievement of a clean audit on its financial statements. An agency’s “path to green” for financial management under the PMA’s traffic light scoring system was tied closely to its achieving a clean audit opinion. The only major Federal agency to have never achieved a clean audit opinion on its financial statements is the U.S. Department of Defense.

Although the reports themselves are not widely read and many government leaders see limited if any decision-making value in the reports’ conclusions, production of traditional financial statements arguably drives better financial management discipline by the agencies producing them. What government financial information is the public interested in viewing? This question was answered in part when then Senator Obama teamed with the late Senator Coburn (R-OK) to sponsor the Federal Funding Accountability and Transparency Act (FFATA), which some have called “google for government.” Under FFATA, Federal agencies were required to report where Federal grant and contract dollars were going (i.e., who was receiving the government grant and contract payments). In addition, OMB was required to launch a website, USAspending.gov, that enables the public to search by entity name and find information about any and all government funds received by such entity. Given the relatively enormous web traffic on USAspending.gov vs. traditional agency financial reports, it was clear that spending data (as opposed to balance sheet data) was much more in the sweet spot for public demand.

OFFM was given the responsibility to ensure agency spend reports were timely and reliable submitted for inclusion on USAspending.gov. However, the traditional financial systems that were set up to produce financial statements were ill-equipped to produce the spend data in citizen friendly formats demanded by FFATA. As a result, USAspending reports were developed by agencies in a non-automated and highly customized way. Unsurprisingly, the information on USAspending has been consistently deemed by GAO as unreliable and incomplete. In 2014, Congress passed the DATA Act, which is intended in part to address the deficiencies in USAspending.gov reporting by requiring agencies to standardize data to better support accurate and reliable spend reports. OFFM and Treasury coordinate government-wide efforts to implement the DATA Act’s new mandates.

In 2018, OMB issued guidance to improve data quality, M-18-16, Management of Reporting Data Integrity Risk. The guidance required agencies to develop and implement a data quality plan for fiscal years 2019 and requires a plan for fiscal years 2020 and 2021. The guidance also requires agencies to consider in their assurance statements all internal controls (including controls over DATA Act reporting).

**A-123 and Internal Controls**

In the wake of the Enron scandal, the U.S. Congress enacted the Sarbanes-Oxley legislation, which placed new levels of accountability on corporate CFOs to ensure accurate financial
reporting and the absence of impropriety. Inspired by this new regime for private sector companies, OFFM revamped OMB Circular A-123 requirements for agency self-assessments of internal controls. One important result of the updated A-123 is an integrated senior assessment team, which involves representatives from around the organization in reviewing the internal control program of the agency. Another critical aspect is the requirement to self test internal controls and for agency leadership to sign a “statement of assurance” regarding the efficacy of such controls. The structure of A-123 is an opening set of guiding principles around internal controls broadly and then a series of appendices with specific focus on different activities: financial reporting; government charge cards; improper payments; and financial systems.

More recently, OFFM updated A-123 to stress the importance of Enterprise Risk Management, or ERM, in all aspects of financial activity as well as strategic planning and performance measurement. To help further integrate risk into financial activities, in 2019 OFFM created an ERM Executive Steering Committee within the CFO Council.

OFFM leads efforts to strengthen the government’s finances in a number of other areas:

- **Financial systems.** The Federal government has a poor track record in attempting to implement high performing financial systems. The purpose of a financial system is to “grab” all the transaction data from across an agency (payments, receipts, etc.) and filter the transaction data through a “standard general ledger” in order to produce required financial statements on both a quarterly and annual basis. As agencies began to procure more commoditized financial system software solutions in the 1990s, the software often failed to meet the basic needs of agencies. As a result, an office was set up within GSA to establish minimum software requirements and to further test and certify financial software before it could be sold to a Federal agency. OFFM deemed the testing and certification program no longer necessary in the mid-2000s. Despite the improved quality of the software solutions, Federal agencies struggled to implement these systems with often dramatic and high-profile failures. In the early 2000s, for example, the Department of Veterans Affairs spent hundreds of millions of dollars on a system that failed completely at “go live” and to this date has never been implemented. In response, OFFM began to get more heavily involved in overseeing financial system modernizations. Through the launch of the Financial Management Line of Business, a major push was made to ensure that agencies adopt software “as is” without customization; leverage integrated platforms beyond finance such as those offered by Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions; and consider shared service alternatives. System deployment failures and under-performance have persisted. In 2010, OFFM placed a “freeze” on all financial system modernizations and then shifted to a greater emphasis on incremental solutions and an even stricter policy on adopting shared services emerged more recently. The Office of Financial Innovation and Transformation was established within Treasury to provide OFFM with more scale and leverage to oversee financial system efforts and to help facilitate new solutions to this longstanding challenge.

- **Improper payments.** An improper payment occurs when the Federal government pays either the wrong amount, to the wrong person or entity, or at the wrong time. In the late 1990s and early 2000s, GAO began paying increasing attention to the lack of reliable metrics in place to assess the extent of improper payments across government. In response, Congress enacted the Improper Payments Information Act of 2002 (IPIA). OFFM was given primary responsibility by the OMB Director to coordinate implementation of the Act. The Act required agencies to identify programs or activities that are “at risk” for improper payments. For each “at risk” program or activity, agencies
were required to develop a statistically valid estimate of the rate of improper payments, diagnose root causes, implement corrective actions, and re-measure annually to assess progress. In 2004, OFFM began publishing an annual improper payment report that aggregated all agency reports and provided an overall improper payment rate and amount for the government as a whole. Early on, fewer than 20 programs were included in the report, with errors totaling roughly $40 billion.

One key early conclusion that has remained true is that a significant majority of all improper payments occur in just a few programs – Medicare, Medicaid, the Earned Income Tax Credit, Social Security, Unemployment Insurance, and School Lunches. Over time, the number of programs and activities reporting error increased as a result of IPIA amendments and new Executive Orders that increased scrutiny on agencies as well as advances in measurement. One such Executive Order led to OFFM’s launch of paymentaccuracy.gov, a web portal dedicated exclusively to improper payment reporting.

At the end of FY 2019, dozens of the programs and activities reported error rate/amounts, with the government-wide improper rate at roughly four percent for a total of roughly $175 billion, equal to about 4 percent of the Federal government’s reported outlays for fiscal year 2019. This staggering dollar figure is often misconstrued as equating dollar for dollar with government waste. In fact, a significant amount of the error reported is a result of lack of information available to validate the payment, a scenario in which the payment is deemed an error under traditional audit and accounting procedures. (If there is no paper trail to validate a transaction, the auditor will typically assume negative conclusions about the integrity of the transaction until such paper trail can be produced and validated).

OFFM has worked across time to make the realities of improper payment numbers clearer to the public and decision-makers and to focus attention on the portions of the error where elimination is both within agency direct control and can be carried out without creating new program implementation challenges. Two priority areas have been: egregious instances of fraud, where advances in data analytics and forensics represent the best opportunity for government progress; and ongoing basic and avoidable errors to entities who are currently barred from receiving Federal funds, where OFFM launched of the “Do Not Pay” initiative in 2010 to ensure all agencies are consulting existing data sources to identify entities that may be ineligible for any number of reasons (e.g., delinquent debt owed; deceased; suspended or debarred due to inappropriate contracting activity, etc.). In 2018, the Administration established Cross Agency Priority (CAP) goal #9 entitled “Getting Payments Right.” The CAP Goal establishes 5 key strategies for addressing payment error, including for example, strategic use of data and strengthening collaboration with states.

- **Federal real estate.** The George W. Bush Administration made improved real estate management a priority. This started with a legislative push – introducing the “Freedom to Manage Act” which would have updated decades’ old legislation that makes it difficult for agencies to quickly unload excess real estate. Not only was there limited incentive, given that agencies do not keep any proceeds from the property they sell, but agencies are required to offer the property to other stakeholders (state and local government; criminal justice uses, homeless) before any property can be sold on the open market. Congress rejected the Freedom to Manage proposal and President Bush instead issued an Executive Order that focused on getting the Federal government’s house in order by knowing what we own and using better disciplines around planning, maintenance, and eventual disposal. OFFM was placed in charge of implementing this EO. It then launched and chaired new
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Federal Real Property Council (FRPC) with representatives from the agencies which own and/or operate significant real estate holdings.

Together, OFFM and the FRPC established requirements for a robust inventory of all constructed assets across the Federal inventory, including performance information such as the mission criticality, condition, and state of utilization of each asset. GSA maintains the government-wide inventory, called the Federal Real Property profile. OFFM and the FRPC also created new guidance for more robust asset management planning. OFFM leveraged this new emphasis on data and planning to establish cost cutting measures including the “Freeze the Footprint” initiative launch in 2011 and the follow up “Reduce the Footprint” initiative that aims to right-size real estate holdings by ensuring that existing underutilized space is used before new space is acquired. The Obama Administration unsuccessfully sought legislative reform; their approach was entitled “Civilian BRAC” and the concept was to leverage the same approach to offloading real estate used by the Defense Department under the Base Realignment and Closure program, while an independent commission would transmit to Congress for up or down vote a set of high priority properties for sale and/or disposal.

- **Grants management.** OFFM plays a coordinating role across government in the administration of Federal grants. Numerous OMB circulars govern reporting, accounting, and audit of Federal grant activities, all of which are developed and maintained by OFFM. OFFM has worked with the grants community and OIRA to streamline and standardize reporting requirements through the issuance of standard forms and establishment of standardized data elements for financial and performance reporting associated with grants activities. OFFM has also worked to effectively implement the Single Audit Act, a requirement by Congress for Federal grant-making agencies to coordinate audit activities through a single point of contact and process rather than having multiple agency auditors arrive to conduct audit activities on a single grantee entity. Perhaps the requirements that yield the most “controversy” are the limits OFFM places on grantees’ ability to leverage grant dollars to pay for administrative activities and overhead. The grant recipient community has long argued for more flexibility in using dollars to cover what they see as an ever-increasing set of complex compliance requirements that attach to grant awards. There has been an ongoing back and forth among OFFM, the budget side of OMB, key Federal agencies, and the recipient community aimed at striking the right balance on the administrative cost recovery issue. Inevitably, at the start of each Administration, representatives from the University community seek a meeting with the new Director in an effort to find support for potential reforms to increase cost recovery allowance limits. Improved grants management has evolved to be a more significant management priority for OFFM in the past few years. A CAP goal (#8) was designated under the PMA entitled “Results-Oriented Accountability for Grants.” The goal intends to provide recipients with more time to devote to delivering results vs. administrative compliance. OMB Memorandum 18-24 required agencies to seek out and eliminate duplicative grantee reporting and further began a process to standardize a core set of data elements for all grantees intended to significantly streamline reporting. OFFM is also working to make the process by which grantees are audited (the “Single Audit”) more efficient and effective by reducing the number of priority risk areas subject to audit and looking for ways of further digitizing audit results so data can be more easily leveraged for analysis. The need for improved performance on grants has again come into focus with passage and early implementation challenges of the CARES Act of 2020. Many of the dollars being issued in response to the Coronavirus Pandemic are disseminated through grants (including a
new $100 billion grant program for hospitals). With scrutiny on whether CARES Act dollars are being fairly and effectively disseminated, OFFM will likely be working to further refine how the integrity of grant payments is monitored and assessed.

- **Other duties as assigned.** Over the years, OFFM has sometimes been a “catch all” for initiatives or activities that don’t have a natural or clear home elsewhere in OMB. In some cases, OFFM shares responsibility with another division. For example, both OFFM and BRD jointly coordinate government-wide debt collection policies and activities and both OFFM and OFPP have responsibility for government charge card policy. Specific initiatives have also surfaced where there was a clear need to coordinate CFO activity and OFFM therefore was best positioned to lead OMB efforts. Examples include: coordinating multi-agency response in a national crisis, such as Katrina and the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill; implementing the transparency and accountability requirements of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which required new and unprecedentedly robust data and reporting requirements to be rapidly defined and coordinated across Federal agencies as well as with thousands of stakeholders in the grantee and contracting communities; helping address acute budget events with government-wide guidance or helping coordinate a government-wide shutdown or sequester; and supporting the initiative for agency shared services that started under the George W. Bush Administration and continue today.

### 12. **The Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP)**

The Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP) in OMB provides guidance on federal acquisition policy and procedures, and it performs related coordination and oversight functions for the executive branch.

**History**

The Congress established OFPP in 1974 as a major component of the management side of the Office of Management and Budget, Executive Office of the President. Section 1101 of title 41 of the United States Code describes the following as the major purposes of the office:

- Promoting economy, efficiency, and effectiveness in the procurement of property and services by the executive branch of the Federal Government, and
- Providing overall direction of Government-wide procurement policies, regulations, procedures and forms for executive agencies.

The Office was set up in response to a series of recommendations made by a congressionally established Commission on Government Procurement to address the patchwork of laws and directives affecting the then $100-billion-dollar Federal contracting budget. The first recommendation of the Commission was to create an office in the White House complex that could address what the Commission saw as multiple problems complicating the ability of Federal agencies to acquire goods and services. The Commission cited a mass of rules and regulations that were difficult to understand, replete with gaps and inconsistencies and subject to little or no check on proliferation. Some 14 years after OFPP’s creation, the Congress gave permanent authorization to the office in the Procurement Integrity Act of 1988 (41 USC Section 423). The office staff numbers around 15 with an annual budget of some $4 million. OFPP today oversees a Federal contracting spend of almost $600 billion annually. For FY 2019 this totaled $594B, with $402B or two-thirds of the total going to the Department of Defense (DOD). DOD spending
grew about 43 percent in the five-year period from FY 2015 to FY 2019 with Federal civilian spending over this period increasing by 19 percent.

**Responsibilities**

The Administrator of OFPP serves in an Under-Secretary level position (Executive Level III) with the position requiring Senate confirmation. In its efforts to promote uniformity and simplification the Congress tasked the Administrator with creating a single, simplified Federal procurement system with rules and regulations consistently applied across the executive branch. In response, OFPP working with key agencies implemented in 1984 a new Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) that would apply equally to both Defense and civilian agencies. In that same year the Congress passed a comprehensive Competition in Contracting Act (CICA) that prescribed competition as the foundation for how agencies should acquire their goods and services. Prior to CICA agencies awarded the great majority of their contracts without competition.

Other key responsibilities for OFPP included providing for and directing the activities of the Federal Acquisition Institute, a component of the General Services Administration, with the primary goal of fostering and promoting the development of a professional acquisition workforce Government-wide.

OFPP was also given the responsibility for promoting agency support for small business and acts as an arbiter if an agency and the Small Business Administration fail to agree on an appropriate goal for small business utilization.

While Congress gave OFPP far-reaching authority to oversee contracting policies and practices, it precluded the office from interfering in specific agency procurements. These remain the full responsibilities of the agencies carrying out the contracting actions.

**Recent Trends and Developments**

Many of the problems noted by the Commission on Government Procurement in the early 1970s are still prevalent and particularly the concerns expressed about the complexity of the procurement process and the difficulties in getting contracts awarded in a reasonable time frame. Right from the inception of OFPP, recommendations have been made for agencies to make better use of commercial products and services and for the Federal government to reduce regulatory and other barriers to firms wanting to do business with it.

In response to recommendations from both a panel established by Section 800 of the FY 1991 National Defense Authorization Act and from President Clinton’s National Performance Review, Congress in 1994 passed on a bi-partisan basis the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act or FASA. This legislation was aimed at reducing the number of special provisions that firms needed to comply with in order to contract with the government and also to simplify the process for carrying out lower dollar value procurements (under $100,000). A key goal was to reduce barriers to entry to the government marketplace through unnecessary or non-productive laws and regulations. Section 809 of the FY 2015 National Defense Authorization Act created a similar panel (using virtually the same authorization language as used in FY 1991 for the Section 800 panel) to review all the regulations currently affecting Department of Defense acquisition, again with the charge to streamline and simplify.
In January 2019 the Section 809 panel submitted its final report to Congress, presenting some 93 recommendations for streamlining and reforming the Defense acquisition system. As was the case with the earlier Section 800 Panel, many of these proposed changes are equally applicable to civilian agencies. A major recommendation of the Panel is to replace commercial buying and the existing simplified acquisition procedures and thresholds with much simpler marketplace transactions to acquire readily available products and services. Other recommendations would offer more budget flexibility to the Department to acquire goods faster and use of portfolio management techniques to acquire weapon systems more efficiently. These recommendations are currently under review by Congress and if adopted could significantly streamline the acquisition process.

OFPP initiated a series of policy changes over the last twenty-five years to address the complexity, simplification and uniformity concerns noted above. These include among others the following:

- Promoting a performance- or outcome-based approach to services contracting to allow vendors to bring their ingenuity to meeting government needs. This specifies the result desired but gives contractors flexibility in how to accomplish the work. For example, information technology firms with disparate approaches to problem solving can compete on a best-value and not a low-price basis to meet government needs;
- Requiring agencies to use and evaluate vendor past performance to encourage greater contractor responsiveness and to afford those that perform exceptionally well greater prospects for additional work;
- Establishing a government-wide policy on what is an ‘inherently governmental' function so that activities intimately related to the public’s interest such as awarding contracts are only performed by government officials;
- In collaboration with OSTP, supporting a “Prizes and Challenges” initiative to promote innovative practices;
- Promoting the purchase by agencies of energy-efficient products and the use of recycled paper;
- Encouraging agencies to use General Services Administration (GSA) supply schedules and Government Wide Acquisition Contracts (GWAC’s) to speed up and simplify the acquisition process;
- Recommending the use of strategic sourcing as a tool for identifying an agency’s multiple purchases of similar items and then to consolidate those purchases to leverage the agency’s buying power.

Recently the Office has emphasized promoting innovation centers such as the Department of Homeland Security’s PIL (Procurement Innovation Lab) to explore simpler ways to do business and require agencies to follow Spend Under Management (SUM) and (Best-in-Class) contracting approaches. Under these, agencies actively managing their purchasing, allowing them to acquire common goods and services more efficiently and at less cost.

Looking forward, emphasis is likely to be on the workforce of the future, including (i) helping prepare acquisition professionals for a more technology-driven work environment; (ii) leveraging data as an asset to make smarter buying decisions; (iii) improving how the government and private sector communicate with one another; and (iv) meeting the challenges of supply chain risk management.
13. **Office of the Federal Chief Information Officer (OFCIO)**

OMB’s Management directorate has long included Federal information technology as one of its most important pillars. The Office of the Federal Chief Information Officer (OFCIO) carries out OMB’s IT policy and oversight role by providing guidance that enables agencies to drive value in Federal IT, deliver digital services, protect Federal IT assets and information, and develop the next generation IT workforce. OFCIO provides direction in the use of modern, digital practices and technologies, making it easier for citizens and businesses to interact with the federal government.

OFCIO’s staff includes federal employees supported by contractors, under the leadership of the Federal CIO who is a presidential appointee. OFCIO also works with the U.S. Digital Service, another OMB staff office that assists agencies in addressing challenges on critical initiatives and complex IT challenges and reports to the Deputy Director for Management.

In summary, the federal CIO’s office coordinates IT strategy, policy and implementation across the government’s digital and IT ecosystem, working with the US Chief Technology Officer in the Office of Science and Technology Policy, and with the General Services Administration’s (GSA’s) Technology Transformation Service, which provides digital transformation and project support to agencies.

**Statutory Foundations and Resulting Roles and Responsibilities**

OMB’s role in overseeing federal technology dates back decades. The Brooks Act of 1965 established initial statutory authority for OMB (then the Bureau of the Budget) to issue IT policy (alongside GSA for procurement and the Commerce Department for IT standards). In addition, OMB’s role in IT naturally grew to inform other areas of information management. For example, under the Federal Reports Act of 1942 OMB had authority to review agency information collection requests from the public; and the Privacy Act of 1974 vested OMB with oversight of information about individuals held by government. As the government became increasingly dependent on technology to collect and process information, OMB’s IT policy interests expanded to address the implications of this trend.

As with all OMB oversight functions, these responsibilities were led by a staff of civil service experts. The Information Systems Division (ISD) was originally was part of the new management side of OMB (following its expansion from BOB), with responsibilities that included the Brooks Act and came to include both the Privacy Act of 1974 and the Computer Security Act of 1987. ISD also became home to a variety of information policy issues, such as access and dissemination, and led a variety of information and IT initiatives with agencies and Congress.

Toward the end of the Carter Administration, with the increased use of IT systems to collect Federal information and deliver services and in response to the recommendations of the Commission on Federal Paperwork, Congress focused more on improving oversight of Federal IT. The Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980 included numerous provisions that gave the new Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA – see OIRA Chapter) authority over general IT and information policy and management, using the term “information resources management”

---
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(IRM) as the descriptor for all such activity. OIRA subsumed the Information Policy Branch (formerly ISD and later renamed Information Policy and Technology, or IPT) to perform this function.

OMB generally worked with senior agency IT officials to implement the IRM portions of the PRA for well over a decade. OMB led reviews intended to address problems with major IT systems, including “presidential Priority Systems” during the Reagan Administration and the “SWAT” team in the first Bush Administration. In addition, the Computer Security Act reinforced OMB’s role in IT by vesting it with responsibility for overseeing agency activities to safeguard federal systems as well. With the introduction of the Internet in the early 1990s, government agencies followed a private sector trend and began to create CIOs to manage information as strategic asset in the context of rapidly evolving technologies, which provided CIOs with a tool for achieving this strategic goal. Congress recognized this trend and enacted the Clinger Cohen Act of 1995 to authorize a CIO at each agency. This statute, along with related OMB implementing guidance, vested the OMB Deputy Director for Management (DDM) as the policy official to oversee agency CIOs, supported by OIRA’s IPT Branch. IPT also played a key role on national IT issues in the 1990s, advising on the government’s approach to the advent of the Internet, the growth of electronic commerce, encryption, website policies, and the strategy and resolution of the government’s role to address the global concerns over IT performance at the turn of the century (the “Y2K” initiative).

The George W. Bush Administration sought to elevate focus on IT across the government, creating a dedicated political appointee position as an “Associate Director for EGovernment and IT” (a role equivalent to the Program Associate Directors who oversee the RMOs) shortly after taking office in 2001. The OIRA IPT Branch worked closely with the new E-Gov office, and as a practical matter operated as a staff of 25 people (including contract support) to implement an IT transformation initiative around a set of cross-agency initiatives and policies. This initiative shifted OMB’s role in Federal IT from one largely focused on policy and general oversight to one that also drove specific government-wide initiatives designed to gain effectiveness with a focus on citizen services, and gain efficiencies by reducing duplicative systems – a role that continues today.

At the same time, Congress introduced bipartisan legislation to authorize an enhanced OMB oversight role in IT. The E-Government Act of 2002 codified many of the policies and initiatives of the new E-Gov office. The Act designated the head of the new E-Gov office as the “Administrator for E-Government and Information Technology” (thus making the role as equivalent in title and stature to the heads of OMB’s other statutory management offices, OIRA, OFFM, and OFPP), and a presidential appointee who did not need Senate confirmation (unlike the other statutory office heads, whose positions require such confirmation). This remains the authorized structure of OFCIO and its leadership today.

The E-Government Act also codified an expanded scope for OMB IT and information policy oversight activities. This expansion included a newly reauthorized security statute, the Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA). Other provisions enhanced agency responsibilities and OMB authorities in numerous related areas, including privacy, records

---

16 The Senate confirmation issue ultimately became the deciding factor in the compromise between Congress (primarily the Senate) and the administration that enabled the bill to pass. The OMB Director wanted to break the precedent that politically appointed management leaders would require Senate confirmation.
management, and citizen services. Finally, the Act authorized a fund for EGovernment initiatives, which was administered by GSA and built on previous funding mechanisms that had provided OMB with authority to direct spending on innovation.

The E-Gov Act states that the E-Gov Administrator must work with OIRA to implement the information policy and IT provisions of the PRA. As a practical matter, after initial establishment of the E-Gov Office, OIRA became the primary office overseeing privacy and information policy writ large, while E-Gov took leadership for all other IT, computer security, and budgeting issues. The E-Gov office expanded its role across areas related to IT activity in the agencies, and created a management watch list to provide greater focus and oversight of key IT reviews led by the DDM under the President’s Management Agenda (PMA) (For more on the PMA and the “scorecard” used to assess agency progress, see discussion in Section 3 of this report.). Other areas of increased attention included shared services across key government business lines, authentication by federal employees and contractors to government IT systems, greater focus on cybersecurity for civilian agencies, and coordination of IT security with the Intelligence Community. These expanded roles, as well as the division of responsibility with OIRA, remain largely in effect.

OFCIO Today

When President Obama took office, one of his initial acts in the OMB hierarchy was to designate the head of E-Gov as the Federal CIO – adapting a campaign position that a federal CTO should oversee all technology issues, and dividing that role into a Federal CIO in OMB to lead government IT, and a US CTO in the White House Office of Science and technology Policy (OSTP) to lead on national IT issues. Consistent with the role played by the E-Gov Administrator, the federal CIO became a regular White House advisor on technology issues, continuing and strengthening the significant role played by this office as a presidential advisor for technology. Today’s OFCIO has these key characteristics:

- **Separate appropriations for most functions.** Since FY 2012, the Executive Office of the President’s appropriation has included a separate IT fund, building on and increasing the spending that was created by the E-Gov Fund discussed above. The new fund was first named the “Integrated, Efficient, and Effective Uses of IT” (IEEUIT), and renamed as “IT Oversight and Reform” ITOR in FY 2014” (to find this document in the Appendix, click here: Appendices). Overseen by the federal CIO, this fund supports enhanced analytical and oversight capabilities to assess the performance of agency IT.

- **Expanded office.** The ITOR appropriation initially grew, and at its highest enacted level of $30 million (FY 2016) it supported a 90-person staff. This fund now includes support for more than 25 full-time analysts (plus detaillee and contract support) in the core OFCIO, which carry out OMB’s policy and budget oversight for IT as described above.

- **US Digital Service.** The bulk of ITOR funding supported over 65 staff in an office, the US Digital Service (USDS), created in 2014 after the Obama Administration brought in outside technical expertise to correct a number of high-priority federal IT failures, most notably the launch of HealthCare.gov; USDS expanded considerably the role that OMB historically played in overseeing highly visible IT projects. USDS staff are predominantly technologists from the private sector who come to government under special hiring authority with time-limited terms, modeled on similar programs that had been started by the administration to bring in new talent to help government leverage 21st century digital IT practices. USDS is a separate office with its own leader appointed by the OMB
director, who reports to the DDM; as a practical matter, USDS also works closely with White House senior leaders in deploying staff to agencies with greatest need for intervention to improve troubled IT projects. Recently, USDS staff and budget were reduced to reflect a change in operating model that builds digital services talent within agencies using agency budget authority, rather than deploying USDS staff to long-term assignments within agencies; the ITOR fund has similarly been reduced to $15 million in its most recent iteration.

Even with these unique characteristics, the core work of OFCIO remains very similar to the agenda first introduced for its predecessor offices over the last several decades. This work includes:

- **Developing and issuing policy that guides government IT.** These policies include IT language in OMB Circulars such as A-11 and A-130 (the latter, first issued in the early 1980s, remains the principal overarching guidance document for information and IT policy), OMB memoranda from the Director, and policy issuances from the OFCIO/E-Gov leader. These policies cover many Federal IT issues, including E-Government, e-authentication, website operations, IT and enterprise architecture, use of “open source” technology vs. proprietary systems, “cloud” computing, IT acquisition (with OFPP), IT shared services (with OFFM), and cybersecurity (see below).

- **Overseeing IT budgets.** OMB’s practical influence on IT investments is implemented largely through OMB’s budget role, with OFCIO working with the RMOs; law and policy that gives OMB IT oversight authority gains traction when linked with OMB’s resource allocation authority. While OMB has always exercised budget oversight of individual IT systems, in the late 1990s OMB also introduced a separate IT Budget that now totals $90 billion annually. Each year, agencies report to OMB on their overall spending plans for IT in the prior, current, and following (requested) fiscal years; this spending is drawn from a variety of budget accounts, which can include program appropriations, working capital funds and salaries & expenses dollars, in addition to a small number of dedicated IT line items. Larger projects must be justified by a separate planning request, referred to by A-11 as the Exhibit 300. OFCIO works with the RMOs to review agency IT budget submissions each fall in the context of the overall budget, and then leads the drafting of a formal IT Budget request presented as part of the President’s Budget submission (summarized in the Analytical Perspectives volume). However, because most of these funds are not requested as separate line items, Congress does not approve or modify the IT Budget per se; rather, programmatic decisions from Congress in the fiscal budget are then aligned with the IT Request to produce a de facto IT enacted budget. OFCIO’s involvement in overseeing a large area of federal spending as part of the Budget process is unique relative to the other management offices.

- **Review of agency IT program execution.** OFCIO agency liaisons are aligned with the RMOs in reviewing agency progress on programs throughout the year, using a variety of ongoing management review tools that have been tuned across multiple Administrations (current approaches include the IT Dashboard [https://www.itdashboard.gov](https://www.itdashboard.gov), as well as periodic system and agency reviews. For agencies where issues in IT performance are identified during the year, OMB will either address those issues through normal oversight where OFCIO works with the RMOs, or in the case of particularly important or troubled projects USDS staff may be called in to help resolve issues working directly with the agencies. Another unique role that OFCIO plays in execution involves interacting with the IT industry, which by most accounts implements over ⅓ of Federal IT spending under
contracts awarded by agencies; OFCIO frequently meets and speaks with officials from the private sector, and associations representing companies and agencies involved in Federal IT.

- **Cybersecurity oversight.** OFCIO has a staff with cybersecurity expertise who focus on policy, oversight and assistance in that key IT area. The Federal Government has experienced cybersecurity breaches and incidents similar to those seen across the private sector and around the world. Since the Computer Security Act of 1987 (renamed the Federal Information Systems Management Act, or FISMA, as part of the E-Gov Act) OMB has had statutory policy oversight for non-classified government computer security (the intelligence community operates under a related but distinct policy framework). OMB’s statutory authority has remained consistent. OMB now pursues an active oversight program, working with the White House, the Department of Homeland Security (to whom OMB delegated operational assistance authority in FY 2010 (to find OMB M 10-28 in the appendix, click here: Appendices), and the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST) – which continues to develop standards and issue guidance to federal agencies.

**Recent OFCIO Initiatives Driven by Policy and Legislation**

In addition to executing statutory responsibilities, OFCIO, in partnership with other Management Directorate Offices and key Federal Agencies, drives key technology activities that also support elements of the President’s Management Agenda (PMA): IT Modernization, Leveraging Data as a Strategic Asset and Developing an IT Workforce for the Future. OFCIO works closely in these and other areas with the Federal CIO Council to drive Federal IT programs and policies; the Federal CIO also implements IT strategy and direction as chair of other interagency councils, including those comprised of Chief Information Security Officers and Chief Data Officers.

First, regarding IT Modernization, the Federal government has long recognized the need to accelerate its IT modernization and access innovation to adapt to rapid technology changes that are reshaping the customer experience expectations of citizens and businesses. OFCIO undertook and completed a modernization of its policies and oversight methodologies so that agencies could pursue modernization with transparency and without the barriers created by outdated policies and approaches. Specifically, OFCIO oversees:

- Implementation of the Modernizing Government Technology Act (MGT) to enable agencies to establish IT working capital funds that can direct agency dollars to IT modernization projects and established a centralized enterprise Technology Modernization Fund that invests in modernization projects across the Federal Government. At the agency level, this funding strategy is designed to facilitate the investment in projects that are of most benefit to an agency’s modernization strategy. At the Federal government enterprise level, the TMF invests in projects that have solid business cases, execution strategies that reflect the appropriate talent and acquisition vehicles to facilitate success, and that show the most promise in solving technology issues that are common across agencies.

- Implemented the Federal IT Acquisition Reform Act (FITARA). OFCIO worked with agencies to meet goals measured through the FITARA scorecard. Examples of the goals reflected in the scorecard include implementing agency CIO authority, transparency and
risk management, portfolio review, data center optimization, software licensing management, implementation of the MGT Act, and execution of FISMA requirements.

- Implementing the Federal strategy for adoption of cloud computing. This policy, called “Cloud Smart,” provides agencies the guidance and flexibilities needed to move to the cloud and decommission agency systems that no longer effectively and efficiently meet mission needs.

- Work with the General Services Administration to establish technology Centers of Excellence to provide technical expertise and strategic acquisition support to help agencies execute modernization activities.

- Cybersecurity policies, elements which were barriers to adopting more current technologies. OFCIO provides guidance on how to maintain and monitor a robust cyber security posture while modernizing services using IT.

Second, regarding data, OFCIO is a Federal Data Strategy CAP goal lead and works with other parts of OMB to use evolving technology platforms and tools to derive value from the vast amount of data that is generated today, both inside and outside of government. OFCIO helped to develop a Federal Data Strategy and Action Plan, and to implement a standard data taxonomy for IT costs that provides transparency into expenditures, serves as a baseline for developing IT modernization business cases and corresponding return on investment, and assists in data-driven decision making within the Federal government.

Third, OFCIO leads efforts to build workforce policies that can fill gaps in IT, cybersecurity, and data science expertise. These activities, several of which are done in collaboration with the Federal CIO Council, include work with the Office of Personnel Management, Department of Homeland Security, Department of Agriculture, and Department of Commerce to improve recruitment, retention, and reskilling strategies to attract top technical talent into the Federal Government and to improve the technology, cybersecurity and data science capabilities of our current workforce. OMB’s leadership of federal IT and digital services builds on a foundation across several decades. With the importance of technology only increasing as part of virtually every function of government, this role will likely continue to grow.

### 14. The Office of Performance and Personnel Management (OPPM)

The Office of Performance and Personnel Management (OPPM) leads the Administration’s efforts to improve performance and results by encouraging the adoption of effective performance and personnel management practices. OPPM is charged with overseeing performance and personnel management across government, as well as serving as the Resource Management Office (RMO) for five agencies with personnel management responsibilities. Its work can be divided into the four major areas discussed below.

#### Lead Implementation on Key Cross-Agency Priorities

OMB leadership looks to OPPM for leadership of program improvement priorities needing an OMB-led coordination across agencies and a focus on program implementation. One of its most attractive features is its lack of a statutory foundation and the resulting flexibility. OMB leadership currently relies on OPPM to drive the following cross-agency priorities: (1) modernizing the Federal government’s approach to conducting environmental reviews for major infrastructure projects; (2) reforming the security clearance process to improve effectiveness, efficiency and
security of information; and (3) ensuring major customer facing government programs are improving the citizen and business experience.

For each priority, the team analyzes challenges and opportunities, engages leadership across the Executive Office of the President (EOP), Federal agencies, and key stakeholders to develop a strategic approach and implementation plan and engaging with an interagency governance entity to drive implementation (e.g., the Federal Permitting Improvement Steering Council, the Performance Accountability Council, the Core Federal Services Council). OPPM leads implementation efforts, as needed, including development of policy, legislative, and budget proposals, issuance of OMB guidance, and in some cases operations of program activities (e.g., management of the Federal Permitting Dashboard, the Federal Customer GEARS of Government Awards Program). PPM also pursued an initiative to establish a Government Effectiveness Advanced Research Center.

OMB has established a comprehensive framework for improving customer experience with 30 High Impact Service Providers (HISPs). The approach requires each HISP to develop and publish on performance.gov a maturity model and self-assessment each HISP. These were released in 2019 and are being implemented by the HISPs. More information on this effort can be found at www.performance.gov/cx.

OPPM also leads efforts across the Administration to address issues identified by the Government Accountability Office (GAO) in its High Risk List and reports on duplication and cost savings, and to eliminate outdated and burdensome Congressional reporting requirements.

Lead Development and Implementation of PMA

At the beginning of each Presidential term, OPPM supports the DDM in the development of the President’s Management Agenda. For the past two Administrations, this has been implemented through the establishment of a limited number (~15) of Cross-Agency Priority Goals and Reviews

At the beginning of each Presidential term, as required by the GPRA Modernization Act, OPPM leads the process to set a limited number of ‘Cross Agency Priority (CAP) Goals’. These goals must be set no later than the first budget of a President’s term based on input from policy councils, OMB RMOs, agencies, and Congress. The CAP goals are reviewed quarterly by OMB leadership and the Performance Improvement Council (PIC). Historically, these goals are set for both mission areas (e.g., veteran’s mental health) as well as mission-support areas which have formed the foundation of the President’s Management Agenda. For each goal, OPPM and the PIC support the identification of appropriate goal leaders from the EOP and agencies, the development of accountable goal teams, and the development of an action plan for each goal with clear goal statement, strategies, milestones, and progress indicators. OPPM and the PIC then support OMB, EOP, and agency leadership in running regular data-driven progress reviews on each CAP Goal to address barriers and update strategy as needed.

To support the work of the CAP Goal teams, OPPM and the PIC administer two programs:

- **The Council and CAP Goal Fund**, which provides $17 million in Council funding and $15 million in budget authority for cross-agency implementation of the CAP Goals, funded through interagency transfers. Allocated on an annual basis, the CAP Goal fund is a unique source of support for interagency implementation efforts.

- **The White House Leadership Development Program (WHLDP)**, which matches high-potential career employees poised to enter the next generation of career senior
executives with opportunities to work on the Federal government’s highest priority and highest impact interagency challenges, focusing primarily on the CAP Goals. This program provides both a unique development opportunity for these high potential leaders and a critical source of leadership and expertise for CAP goal teams.

Establish Policies and Processes to Improve Agency Performance

OPPM manages the processes that guide agency strategic planning, goal setting, performance reviews, and performance reporting (similar to the role OMB plays in the Budget process). This includes managing the policy and implementation of the Federal government’s performance management framework as established by the GPRA Modernization Act (2010), including providing guidance to agencies on performance management policy and processes, coordinating the agency Performance Improvement Officers (PIOs), chairing the PIC, and providing oversight and guidance to PIC staff. These responsibilities also include managing government-wide processes related to the three tiers of the performance framework, including the CAP Goals described above, as well as:

- **Agency Priority Goals (APGs):** Every two years, all major agencies establish a limited number of Agency Priority Goals. APGs have clearly identified Goal Leaders, action plans, quarterly metrics, and milestones to manage progress. Agency heads or Deputy Secretaries/COOs lead quarterly data-driven performance reviews to overcome barriers and accelerate performance results. Progress is updated publicly on a quarterly basis on Performance.gov, the statutorily required public performance reporting website. OPPM coordinates the goal setting and quarterly update processes, and works closely with the PIC to help agencies conduct effective quarterly performance reviews.

- **Strategic Plans and Strategic Reviews:** At the beginning of each new Presidential term, agencies establish new strategic plans with “strategic objectives” that are comprehensive of agency mission outcomes. Agencies then produce annual performance plans and reports, and conduct an annual “strategic review.” Each agency has developed a strategic review process that provides a comprehensive framework for assessing agency progress toward their outcomes which informs strategic, budget, legislative, and management decisions. The annual assessments are expected to incorporate not only performance measures, but also evaluation results, challenges, risks, and external factors to inform the decision-making at the agency and OMB. OPPM coordinates meetings each spring between agency leadership and OMB’s RMOs to discuss the findings from the strategic reviews and inform development of the President’s Budget and other strategic and operational changes.

OPPM also collaborates with other OMB offices to develop supporting policies that drive performance improvement across government, such as working with OFFM to strengthen risk management practices across government and with the OMB Evidence Team to support improved use of program evaluations and administrative data.

Inform Personnel Policy and Improve Personnel Management

OPPM advances effective and modern talent management, human capital, and personnel practices across the Federal government. It works closely with OPM to help advance its mission to “recruit and hire the best talent; to train and motivate employees to achieve their greatest potential; and to constantly promote an inclusive work force defined by diverse perspectives.”
Cross-agency initiatives in the human capital arena, for which OPPM takes a leading role include:

- Improving employee performance management and engagement,
- Reskilling and redeploying human capital resources, and
- Enabling simple and strategic hiring practices.

OPPM partners with OPM to develop human capital legislative proposals, administrative/regulatory reforms, and data-driven personnel management approaches, as well as further effective pay and benefits policies. OPPM plays an important policy and legislative role across EOP offices and divisions, as it brings together relevant policy stakeholders and decision makers to ensure adoption of personnel policies across agencies that are consistent with Administration policy. It works very closely with RMOs in the review of agency proposals for hiring or other personnel flexibilities requested. It also works closely with other EOP offices on a range of issues that have union or other workforce implications.

OPPM also works with OPM to identify key data sources, such as the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey, to enhance visibility into agency operations and activities. The data offers valuable insights into key areas of risk, both in the human resources organizational function, specifically, and in overall organizational health. OPPM works with OPM to ensure its policies and practices adapt to leading human capital practices and to respond to emerging issues illuminated in the analysis of federal personnel and employee viewpoint survey data. Finally, OPPM drives the use of workforce data & metrics by agency Chief Human Capital Officers in their decision making.

15. THE LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE DIVISION AND LEGISLATIVE CLEARANCE

OMB’s Legislative Reference Division (LRD) provides the means by which an Administration can ensure that its officials speak with “one voice” when communicating with Congress with regard to all legislation other than appropriations bills. LRD is responsible for coordinating and clearing agency statements and recommendations on proposed and pending legislation, whether by testimony before congressional committees, letters to Congress, talking points to be used in meetings with congressional staff on legislation, or draft legislative proposals to be delivered by the Administration to Congress. LRD’s work is almost exclusively focused on coordination within the Executive Branch among agencies, OMB staff, and other White House staff in clearing these communications for transmittal to or use on the Hill. (A separate Legislative Affairs office in OMB handles direct interaction with the Legislative Branch on budget and appropriations issues; the Budget Review Division and the staffs of the Resource Management Offices are responsible for reviewing and clearing communications to Congress related to budget and appropriations issues.)

The practice of “legislative reference” may be seen to have begun as early as the First Congress. As Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton made a practice of going directly to the offices and cloakrooms of congressmen to make personal appeals for favorable votes on specific issues. Ironically, the phrase used to portray the actions initiating this practice was “references by the legislature to heads of departments.” Both James Madison, as a leader in the House at that time, and Thomas Jefferson, as Secretary of State, looked upon the practice
unfavorably as inconsistent with the separation of legislative and executive activities. However, that position did not stop the practice.

The genesis of LRD’s role in clearance of communications to Congress goes back to the mid-1930s when President Franklin D. Roosevelt decided to stop the practice of uncoordinated agency requests for legislation. While the Bureau of the Budget was already clearing material related to appropriations, President Roosevelt stated that he had been “quite horrified . . . by reading in the paper that some department or agency was after this, that, or the other without my knowledge.” As a result, he established a process for central clearance of positions on legislation involving “policy” matters. Every President since then has continued the practice of central clearance of communications to Congress.

In addition to clearance of testimony, letters, talking points, and draft bills, LRD is responsible for coordination and development of: (1) Statements of Administration Policy on bills being brought to the floor of the House or the Senate; and (2) Enrolled Bill Memos, i.e., memos from the OMB Director to the President on enrolled bills (i.e., bills that have passed both the House and the Senate in the same form and sent to the President for approval or disapproval.) LRD carries out this function today with a small professional staff of a Division Director, three Branch Chiefs, and only four or five analysts per Branch. Each analyst is thus responsible roughly for handling the material generated in relation to one major Cabinet agency and several independent agencies. This paper describes in greater detail how the clearance process for these various materials works today, including the role of policy officials in the Executive Office of the President in the clearance process.

Clearing Testimony

Almost every department or agency in the Executive Branch has an office responsible for being the point for that agency in the legislative clearance process. As a result, each agency speaks with one voice in communicating with OMB. (Note: A handful of agencies – referred to as bypass agencies – have by statute been exempted from the OMB clearance process.) When an Administration official (up to and including Cabinet Secretaries) is scheduled to testify before Congress, his or her written testimony is sent electronically by the involved agency to LRD. The LRD analyst responsible for clearing the testimony sends it out electronically for review and comment to other agencies, OMB staff, and other White House staff that he or she determines may have an interest in the subject matter with a deadline for receiving comments. Upon receipt of comments, including suggested edits to the testimony, the analyst then initiates the key element of his or her work – facilitating a consensus between the agency testifying and the (often multiple) commenters as to whether and what changes need to be made to the testimony before it is sent to Congress prior to the hearing in order to ensure that it reflects an Administration position. LRD staff pride themselves on playing the role of “honest broker” in carrying out this responsibility. Being seen as objective and professional, rather than political, is critical to all players feeling that they are being treated fairly in the process. The consensus is generally forged through a combination of e-mails and phone calls, including conference calls initiated by the analyst in order to bring parties together quickly for discussions that can lead to agreement.

All of this activity often occurs in an extremely short time frame, as agencies frequently provide their testimony to LRD only two or three days prior to the hearing (and sometimes only the day before). In a week where an analyst might be handling multiple hearings for their agencies with multiple witnesses, the clearance process can be quite intense. If the analyst is unable to
bring the various interested parties to a consensus on a particular issue in a particular testimony, LRD initiates “an appeals process.” For this purpose, LRD will declare a “winner” and a “loser” with regard to the particular issue and give the losing agency an opportunity to appeal the decision. Simultaneously, LRD will have identified a policy official in the Executive Office of the President (usually an OMB Program Associate Director or a staff member of one of the White House policy councils) to act as an arbiter.

LRD will take responsibility for briefing the designated arbiter on the issue in dispute. The “losing” agency will then be given an opportunity to appeal to the arbiter, usually by a phone call. The arbiter will decide which agency position will prevail with regard to the particular issue in the testimony. Newly installed policy officials need to be aware that these appeals often need to happen very quickly – typically in the late afternoon or early evening before the morning of a hearing. LRD will likely need to initiate these processes far more often early in an Administration when policy positions are still being developed on many issues. As time goes on, LRD is able to assert already developed policy positions in order to dissuade agencies from appealing when they know the likelihood is very high that they will ultimately lose. LRD staff is always less concerned with whether they have correctly identified the ultimate winner in an issue than in ensuring that decisions that need to be made by policy officials are made by policy officials. The ultimate result of this appeals process, in addition to deciding policy positions, is to ensure that agencies feel that they have had their “day in court” regardless of the outcome on a particular issue.

It is virtually impossible to quantify the activity of clearing testimony as described above or of clearing the other types of documents described below in a meaningful way, since anticipating how many of these clearances will simultaneously involve tough issues that need to be worked through in extremely short time frames is unpredictable. It can be said that, on any given day, some of the staff will be dealing with multiple issues that need to be resolved in tight time frames not limited by normal work hours. The professionalism, persistence, objectivity, and dedication of the LRD staff is the key to ensuring that clearances occur in time for testimony to be sent to congressional committees prior to hearings and that other clearances described below occur in a timely manner.

**Clearing Letters, Talking Points, and Draft Bills**

In addition to clearing testimony, LRD is also responsible for clearing letters on legislation, talking points for agency meetings with congressional staff, and draft bills to be transmitted by the Administration to Congress (whether by an individual agency or, in some cases, by OMB or the President). Each of these types of documents will go through essentially the same process as described above for testimony; the main difference is that there will generally be more time for completion of the clearance process, since the deadlines for completion of the clearance are not driven solely by the fact that a congressional hearing has been scheduled and will be held at a time certain.

In fact, for example, major draft bills might be cleared over a period of weeks or months, given the amount of back and forth among interested parties needed to ensure that the Administration is taking full advantage of all the expertise spread throughout the various Departments, agencies, and White House staff. Using the process for draft bills initiated by agencies ensures, among other things, that White House staff is fully aware of agency proposals before they go to the Hill. Using the process for high visibility draft bills initiated by White House
staff ensures that agency concerns are taken into consideration before a bill to be transmitted from the White House (including those transmitted by the President) is finalized and released.

In addition, during the current Administration, there have been a few occasions when Congressional members of the President’s party have asked for Executive Branch advice on proposed legislation before it has been formally introduced.

Statements of Administration Policy

When a bill appears headed for the floor of the House or the Senate, LRD is responsible for coordinating the development of a Statement of Administration Policy (SAP) for any bill for which such a statement is desired. The basic purpose of a SAP, which is often about a page long (but can be longer or shorter depending on the bill and position in question), is to recommend to Members how the Administration wants them to vote on a bill, including a rationale for the position and perhaps suggested changes that the Administration would like to see in the bill. LRD staff is constantly monitoring for information as to when a bill is going to the floor of either House. Typically, the proposed schedule of the House Rules Committee that is made available late in the week for bills to be brought up the following week is the best source of information on House floor action. Closely watching the statements of the plans of the Senate Majority Leader is often the best indicator of upcoming Senate floor action.

LRD staff will reach out to key policy officials to determine whether a SAP is desired. If so, LRD will ask White House policy staff, OMB staff, or (sometimes) the key agency to take a first cut at a draft SAP. Occasionally, if there is difficulty getting one of these players to compose a first draft of a SAP, LRD staff will write the first draft itself. LRD will then put the draft SAP through essentially the same process as described above for testimony before passing it on to OMB’s Legislative Affairs office for final clearance through the various White House staffs and, in some cases, the White House Chief of Staff. OMB’s Legislative Affairs office then officially releases the SAP to Congress. Once again, time frames for this process can be extremely tight.

Release of a House SAP prior to a bill’s consideration by the House Rules Committee will maximize the opportunity to influence House floor action on the bill. Release of a Senate SAP can be any time during the consideration of the bill that the Administration believes issuance of the statement is most advantageous.

Enrolled Bill Memos, including Signing Statements and Veto Messages

Once a bill has become enrolled (i.e., has passed the House and the Senate in the same form and is ready to be sent to the White House for Presidential action), LRD is responsible for preparing an Enrolled Bill Memo (EBM) from the OMB Director to the President. The purpose of the EBM is twofold – it serves as a narrative description of the bill itself (based explicitly on the actual text of the enrolled bill itself) and a mechanism for informing the White House of agencies’ recommendations as to whether or not the President should approve (i.e., sign) or disapprove (i.e., veto) the enrolled bill. These memos are not made public; they are strictly internal to the Executive Office of the President.

LRD solicits the recommendations of those agencies it deems to have an interest in the enrolled bill. Agencies may respond with a recommendation of either approval or disapproval or may respond with a “no comment” or “no objection.” Every effort is made to have at least one Cabinet agency on the record by a letter signed by a Senate-confirmed official recommending
either approval or disapproval. These letters are also not made public and are considered confidential communications to the Director of OMB. In the course of the development of the enrolled bill memo, LRD will also reach out to agencies and White House staff to determine whether or not a signing statement raising any constitutional concerns with the bill is desired. If so, it will look to the agency and White House staff to develop the signing statement that will be run through the same clearance process as described above for testimony. Finally, if disapproval is recommended, LRD will look for a draft veto message to Congress to be drafted by the agency making the recommendation. Once there is assent by key White House staff that a veto is warranted, the draft veto message will be run through the clearance process.

Post-Transition

In the case of a transition to a new Administration, the Assistant Director for Legislative Reference and LRD staff will reach out to new policy officials in OMB and the White House policy councils to brief them on their roles in the legislative clearance process. In addition, the Assistant Director will reach out to the new OMB Director to request that a memorandum be sent from either the new White House Chief of Staff or the new OMB Director to all agencies advising them of the existence of processes in place for the clearance of all agency materials related to legislation and the expectation that they will adhere to these processes. Issuing this memorandum as quickly as possible in the life of the new Administration will go a long way toward ensuring the consistency of agency legislative views and proposals with Presidential policy from the start and ensuring that the work of the Legislative Reference Division proceeds seamlessly from one Administration to the next.

16. Office of Economic Policy

The Office of Economic Policy (OEP) is a part of the office of the Director of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). OEP is led by the Associate Director for Economic Policy, who is also known as the chief economist of OMB. OEP does not have line responsibility for the budget of any of the agencies that comprise the federal government. Rather, OEP supports the Director, OMB in general. Most OMB employees, including the Director, will have some economics training but not usually at the level that is characteristic of PhD-level economists. OEP economists can therefore help out whenever that level of economics expertise is needed. OEP also houses the “evidence-team” a small interdisciplinary unit devoted to promoting the use of rigorous evidence on policy effectiveness in budgeting and program design.

OEP does have regular institutional responsibilities. But in the fluid world of White House policymaking, OEP must remain agile and prepared to support policymakers in creative ways and on short notice. OEP plays an important role with limited staff and other resources, and it can help to make the difference between success and failure in an Administration’s short lifetime.

Following is a set of brief descriptions of the responsibilities that OEP might assume.

Support for the Director

The OMB Director may or may not have formal economic training. Even if he or she does, however, the demands on the Director’s time will be wide, deep, and intense. Furthermore, as a widely recognized spokesperson for the Administration, the Director will always be in the public
eye (and ear). Any question on the economy itself, or on the economic implications of the Administration’s policy positions, is fair game.

OEP must assess the substantive needs and communications styles and preferences of the Director (and the Deputy Directors), to deliver to him or her the information that he or she needs, in a timely fashion, and in formats that he or she can easily digest. The Director will receive economic briefings from other economic policy agencies such as the National Economic Council and Council of Economic Advisers. The OEP must assess how to complement the efforts of those groups in supporting the Director.

OEP must provide expert and impartial advice to the Director on policy issues that confront the Administration. OEP must follow internal debates, and the positions of other agencies involved. OEP must develop relationships of trust with those other agencies, providing support for the Director’s position while giving the President the opportunity to make decisions through an informed and open process.

**Support for Budget Analysts and OIRA Desk Officers**

OEP economists build strong working relationships with their counterparts in the RMOs and to a lesser extent OIRA. They help then in a variety of analyses in terms of government functions but focused on the following technical areas:

- **Financial Modeling** Credit and Insurance programs and other financial activities of the federal government require special measurement approaches to determine their costs. Those including statistical modeling of loan default and insurance claims and options pricing models for warrants acquired as part of financial rescue programs, among other things.

- **Benefit Cost and Cost Effectiveness Analysis** The OEP maintains Circular A-94 which governs benefit cost and cost-effectiveness analysis for most government spending and works with RMOs on the analysis of specific proposals, for example of long term leases. OEP also advises OIRA on concepts related to A-4 the circular governing the measurement of benefits and costs in regulatory impact analysis.

- **Cost Estimation** OEP economists help their counterparts in the RMOs with many aspects of cost estimates for budget proposals, including probabilistic modeling of “one-sided bets” such as interest rate floors, modeling how households and businesses change their behavior in reaction to policy changes, microsimulation, and statistical analysis of trends.

- **Economic Analysis of Budget Concepts** OEP economists work with their counterparts in the Budget Review Division to improve the concepts that govern budget estimates and more firmly ground them in economic theory.

- **Evidence-Based Policy** The evidence team is an interdisciplinary unit in the OEP that is devoted to spreading the use of rigorous evidence in budget formulation and program design. It works with RMOs to align budget requests with evidence of what works and works with agencies to integrate evidence building activities in their programs and decision making apparatus.

- **Tax Policy** Although the Department of the Treasury is responsible for the development of tax policy, OMB requires expertise in tax issues for various reasons, and that expertise in mainly housed in OEP. The Associate Director for Economic Policy is generally the lead representative of OMB (besides the Director) on tax policy discussions convened by NEC. OEP preps the Director for questions on tax policy issues in hearings. And OEP
helps coordinate tax policy with spending proposals by surveying the RMOs and communicating their views on tax policy issues to the NEC-convened process.

**Development of Budget Documents**

OMB’s most visible public responsibility is the preparation of the President’s yearly budget. OEP has lead responsibility for some sections of the *Analytical Perspectives* volume of the budget, in some instances in association with other agencies. For example, OEP has worked with the Treasury to produce and refine chapters on revenues and tax expenditures and with the Budget Review Division on chapters on economic assumptions and their effects on the projected budget deficit. The Associate Director of OEP will usually write portions of the main budget volume that address the effect of the Administration’s policies on the economy. Invariably, however, when the deadline for the preparation of the budget approaches, OEP will be needed to provide intense support for the writing and editing process. In all of these efforts, OEP must have sound and strong working relationships with all of OMB.

**Developing the President’s Economic Assumptions**

One of the important components of the budget is its underlying set of economic assumptions. OEP staff meet with staff of the Council of Economic Advisers and of the Department of the Treasury in the first stage of the “Troika” process, to develop a first draft of the economic assumptions. When they have completed their work, the Associate Director of OEP meets with his counterparts from the CEA and the Treasury to ready that draft for submission to the three agency principals and its final adoption for the budget process. It is customary that the forecast is presented to the public first in the Budget, and later in the *Annual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers*.

The Troika seeks to provide the most accurate economic forecast possible, but faces two challenges. The first is that the forecast must be developed early in the preparation of the budget, but then is released only after the budget is completed. As a result, the Administration’s economic forecast is somewhat “stale” when it sees the light of day. The second challenge is that the Administration’s forecast not only reflects the state of the economy, but also potentially influences it.

The OMB Director needs support from OEP at the final stage of the Troika process. If the Director does not have a professional background in economics, that support will be more extensive; but the demands on the Director are such that careful briefing is needed regardless. The Director should know what parts of the forecast OEP believes should be changed or protected, and what the inevitable controversies throughout the process have been.

**Policy Development and Review**

Particularly during the first days of an Administration but throughout its entire duration, new policy ideas will be brought forward. The OMB Director will have the opportunity to recommend his or her own ideas. Sometimes the heads of other agencies have even presented ideas to change the presentation or the concepts of the budget, or to change the budget process. OEP can present policy innovations to the Director. OEP also will need to help the Director to review other proposals critically, and to argue his or her position effectively in interagency meetings.
Policy ideas under consideration as Administration proposals often are circulated for clearance. These can include regulations for clearance from the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) that are distributed within OMB, along with a wide range of ideas from all other agencies. The Associate Director must work with the OEP staff to ensure that such documents are given appropriate and timely review in the face of competing demands for time and attention.

**Document Review**

A wide range of documents are circulated within OMB for clearance. These can include Statements of Administration Policy (SAPs) on legislation before the Congress, outgoing letters from the Director or others, or even drafts of the State of the Union address and other speeches by the President and others. In addition, OEP is asked each year to review drafts of the chapters of the *Economic Report of the President* and the annual financial statements produced by the Treasury. OEP can help to make such documents correct and effective.
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